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Designing and Using Massively Parallel Computers for Artificial Neural Networks 

ABSTRACT 
During the last ten years the two fields of artificial neural networks  (ANN)  and massively 
parallel computing have both been evolving rapidly. In this thesis I study both the usage and 
the design of massively parallel computers for artificial neural network calculations. 

The first part of the thesis surveys other implementations of  ANN  on massively parallel 
computers. The three remaining parts describe in more detail how implementations of the 
most common  ANN  models can be made on parallel computers. The hypothesis has been 
that quite simple processing elements are sufficient for computations and that the communi-
cational demands can be met by structurally simple but powerful communication means like 
broadcast. The study provides support for this hypothesis. As a basis for my study the 
REMAP3  (reconfigurable, embedded, massively parallel processor project) computer has 
been used. This is a reconfigurable bit-serial processor array with SIMD control. As the 
processing elements are reconfigurable it is possible to include different types of support for 
different kinds of algorithms. In this thesis I try to recognize architectural principles and 
components that are essential for the efficient simulation of the most frequently used  ANN  
models. 

The majority of  ANN  computations following the most popular models of today fit rather 
well into existing architectures. However, some of the models, for example the sparse dis-
tributed memory (SDM) model, require a highly or massively parallel computer capable of 
performing tailored, but simple, operations in parallel, and maintaining a very large amount 
of storage. The regularity of  ANN  computations suits SIMD architectures perfectly; in none 
of the implementations studied a real MIMD division of the computational task has been re-
quired. For all the models studied one of the most efficient communication methods has 
been broadcast, which often is supported by SIMD computers but seldom by MIMD. 

Multiplication is the single most important operation in  ANN  computations. Therefore, there 
is much to gain in the bit-serial architectures if support for fast multiplication is added, as 
shown in this thesis. For the SDM model the time consuming part is the selection phase, 
which basically calculates the Hamming distance over a large number of location addresses. 
A bit-serial SIMD computer like our REMAP3  is found to be an architecture onto which 
SDM can easily and very efficiently be mapped. This thesis also shows that the most effi-
cient mapping is a mixture of the two commonly used mappings. The most efficient way to 
extend a SIMD computer for larger SDM and other  ANN  simulations is found to be the SC-
MSIMD model suggested in this thesis. 

Descriptors 

Artificial neural networks, sparse distributed memory, self-organizing maps, multi-layer 
perceptrons, massively parallel computers, SIMD, bit-serial processor array, REMAP3  
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PREFACE 
This thesis deals with the implementation of artificial neural networks on massively and 
highly parallel computers. 

The thesis consists of four parts'. The first part is a survey of different parallel computer ar-
chitectures used for artificial neural networks. The three following parts are detailed imple-
mentation studies of different artificial neural networks algorithms on a highly parallel 
computer developed at  Luleå  University of Technology, called REMAP3. As each of the re-
ports is self contained there are sections that are repeated, but the major part of each report is 
original work. The four parts are: 

PART I 

Part I has been submitted for possible publication in Journal of Parallel and Distributed 
Computing. It is also available as a research report:  

Nordström,  T. and  B.  Svensson. "Using and designing massively parallel computers 
for artificial neural networks." (Research Report No. TULEA 1991:13), University 
of  Luleå,  Sweden, 1991. 

PART II 

Part II is available as a research report:  

Nordström,  T. "Sparse distributed memory simulation on REMAP3." (Research Re-
port No. TULEA 1991:16),  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden, 1991. 

PART III 

Part III is available as a regearch report:  

Nordström,  T. "Designing parallel computers for self organizing maps." (Research 
Report No. TULEA 1991:17),  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden, 1991. 

PART IV 

Part IV is published as: 

Svensson,  B.  and T.  Nordström.  "Execution of neural network algorithms on an array 
of bit-serial processors." In 10th International Conference on Pattern Recognition, 
Computer Architectures for lision and Pattern Recognition, Vol. II, pp. 501-505, At-
lantic City, New Jersey, USA, 1990. 

1. The separate parts are available as reprints and research reports from Division of Compu-
ter Science and Engineering,  Luleå  University of Technology,  Luleå,  S-95187, Sweden. 
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MOTIVATION 
Both the computer and the model of biological neural networks emerged during the late 
'40s. Many computer architects have been inspired by how the human brain works. Already 
von Neumann discussed the relation between human and machine computations. Many neu-
ral-like algorithms or machines emerged during the early '60s, and were used in the fields of 
pattern recognition, classification and adaptive signal processing. After the book "Percep-
Irons" by Minsky and Papert in 1969 the artificial neural network field seemed to be a dead 
end. In their book Minsky and Papert showed the limits of the most popular model at that 
time: the perceptron. The results in the book were correct and elegantly described, but the 
authors also speculated that more complex models, e.g. multi-layer ones, would show the 
same limits as the simple perceptrons (now proven to be wrong). In the '70s and early '80s 
much of the research on human-like capabilities for computers was conducted as research in 
the field of artificial intelligence using a symbol oriented approach (AI). (Where Minsky and 
Papert became prominent). 

In parallel with the research on human-like capabilities for computers a continuous evolu-
tion of the computer hardware took place. Technological development in the fields of tran-
sistors, semiconductors, and integrated circuits resulted in an enormous increase in 
calculation speed. Most of the computers before the '80s were uniprocessors or several 
loosely connected individual computers. Despite the power of the computer in the early 
`80s, there seemed to be little progress in the solving of problems like image recognition, 
speech recognition, prediction etc. It became apparent that new algorithms and computing 
models needed to be able to solve these problems, which humans solve seemingly effortless. 

During the early '80s some of the dedicated scientists that had continued their effort after 
Minsky and Papert's book, like Kohonen,  Grossberg,  Anderson, Rumelhart and McClelland 
together with some new scientists in the field like Hopfield, gradually built a foundation on 
which many new and powerful artificial neural network models could be built In the late 
'80s the field of artificial neural networks literally exploded and efforts from many research-
ers from fields like biology, physics, mathematics, control theory, psychology, computer 
science, and computer engineering have demonstrated the capabilities and possibilities of 
the artificial neural network models. At the same time there have been a number of commer-
cial, massively parallel computers manufactured. As many of the new neural network mod-
els are massively parallel by nature they seem to map very well onto these new massively 
parallel computers. 

In this thesis I try to verify that the currently existing massively parallel computers are suita-
ble for artificial neural networks simulations. I also try to pinpoint down what architectural 
features are needed for an efficient simulation. The hypothesis has been that quite simple 
processing elements are sufficient for computations and that the communicational demands 
can be met by structurally simple but powerful communication means like broadcast As a 
basis for my study the REMAP3  processor has been used. This is a reconfigurable bit-serial 
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processor array with SIMD control. By reconfiguration it is possible to modify the process-
ing elements for different models of artificial neural networks.  
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OUTLINE 
PART I 

In part I of this thesis we survey the most used models and describe some basics of artificial 
neural networks  (ANN).  We analyse the computational and communication need for the ba-
sic model. The different dimensions of parallelism in  ANN  computing are identified, and the 
possibilities for mapping onto the structures of different parallel architectures are analysed. 

Some means to measure the performance of  ANN  simulations are given together with a tax-
onomy of the parallel computers used for  ANN.  Following this taxonomy we describe 27 
different parallel computers used for  ANN  simulations. Some conclusions based on the re-
ported implementations and studies are: 

• The majority of  ANN  computations following the most popular models of today 
fit rather well into existing architectures. However, some of the models, for ex-
ample SDM requires a highly or massively parallel computer capable of perform-
ing tailored, but simple, operations in parallel, and maintaining a very large 
amount of storage. 

The regularity of  ANN  computations suits SIIVID architectures perfectly; in none 
of the implementations studied a real MIMD division of the computational task 
has been required. 

A fruitful approach when designing a massively or highly parallel computer for 
general  ANN  computations is to start with a careful analysis of the demands that 
are put by the low level arithmetic operations and design processing elements 
which meet these requirements. Then an architecture is chosen that makes it pos-
sible to map the computations on the computational structure in a way that makes 
processing and communication balanced. 

It seems that broadcast communication often is a key to success in this respect, 
since it is a way to time-share communication paths efficiently. The approach has 
been used both in the CNAPS and REMAP3  design processes, both resulting in 
"only" highly (not massively) parallel modules with broadcast, the former with 
bit-parallel processors, the latter with bit-serial ones. Neither design utilizes all 
the available parallelism, instead they leave weight parallelism to be serialized on 
the same processor. Both reach near peak performance on a variety of algorithms. 

• Bit-serial processor arrays are very promising host machines for  ANN  computa-
tions. Linear arrays, or arrays with broadcast, are suitable for utilizing node paral-
lelism. In mesh-connected arrays, node and weight parallelism may be used 
simultaneously, if desired. Multiplication is the single most important operation 
in  ANN  computations. Therefore, there is much to gain in the bit-serial architec-
tures if support for fast multiplication is added, as shown in Centipede and the 
REMAP3  project. 
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PARTI!  

Sparse distributed memory (SDM) has been used to solve problems in areas such as speech 
recognition, pattern matching and temporal encoding. It has been found to be suitable for 
implementation on parallel computers. SDM can be described in terms of an artificial neural 
network model as well as a very large computer memory. 

In part II of this thesis we study the implementation of SDM on our computer REMAP3. We 
also shortly describe implementations on other parallel computers or special hardware. 

The main idea of the SDM implementation suggested in this part is to use a mapping onto a 
linear array which can utilize as many PEs as possible in each step. This can be achieved by 
using rowwise mapping for the selection phase and columnwise mapping for the store/re-
trieve phase. Each processing element can be very simple and bit-serial architectures are es-
pecially suitable for the otherwise time consuming selection phase. By the addition of a 
counter to each PE, the selection time can be reduced by a factor of three to four. 

In our study, the SCMSIMD concept is found to be a better way to increase the degree of 
parallelism then just adding PEs to an ordinary SIMD array. 

The implementation of a normal problem using 256 REMAP3  processing elements is found 
to run 10 times faster than the normal Connection Machine simulation, where 8k pro= 
elements are used. This is due to an efficient mapping of the SDM model onto RE 	, 
and the possibility to configure the architecture especially for the type of calculations need-
ed for SDM. Comparing a REMAP3  computer to direct hardware implementations, the 
REMAP3  approach seems very promising. 

PART III 

Self organizing maps  (SOM)  is a class of artificial neural network  (ANN)  models developed 
by Kohonen. There are a number of variants, where self organizing feature map (SOFM) is 
one of the most used  ANN  models with unsupervised learning. Learning vector quantifiers 
(LVQ) is another group of  SOM  which can be used as very efficient classifiers.  SOM  have 
been used in a variety of fields, e.g. robotics, telecommunication and speech recognition. 

It is found that  SOM  (like many other  ANN  models) demands very little of a parallel compu-
ter. If support for broadcast and multiplication is included very good performance can be 
achieved on otherwise modest hardware. Some modifications of the algorithm make it possi-
ble to use addition and subtraction (with one) instead of multiplication; this makes the hard-
ware even simpler. Bit-serial SIMD computers are shown to be an architecture which self 
organizing maps easily and efficiently can be mapped onto. 

The natural and totally dominating dimension of parallelism is the node parallelism. Train-
ing example parallelism has been used, but it seems that only relatively small batch sizes 
may be used as there will otherwise be failures in the topological ordering. The weight paral-
lelism and the mixed mapping, which were successfully used in the computation of  Kaner- 
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va's SDM model described in part II, can not be used efficiently for the calculation of the  
SOM  model. 

Studying implementations of  SOM  on other computers indicates that the communication 
structure and the control mechanism are of little importance for the calculation of  SOM.  
When designing a high performance  SOM  computer the design effort must be on imple-
menting efficient (with respect to time and area) multipliers which can be supported with 
operands from the controller together with access to local memory. 

Part IV 

In the last part of this thesis we study the mapping of both feedforward (with back-propaga-
tion) and feedback neural nets. The characteristics of these models are briefly outlined. Be-
fore that we introduce a generic architecture for a bit-serial array processor. We describe the 
algorithms in a parallel language (Pascal/L) which includes constructs directly implements-
ble  as elementary operations of a bit-serial array processor. The computations are analysed, 
performance figures are given, and system implementation is discussed. 

Our approach maps one neuron onto each processing element and makes communication 
all-to-all available by connection weight matrices. Again it is shown that the computations 
do not require the processor array to have a very rich communication structure. The facilities 
needed are the ability to broadcast a single bit from any processor to all others, a means for 
selecting processors in order, one by one (a select first chain), and a bit-serial adder tree to 
add the values of a field. 

The bit-serial approach allows trade-off between speed and precision, even dynamically. 
Performance figures are given. Implementation aspects are discussed and it is shown that a 
one-board realization of a 1024 processor system is feasible with current, commonly availa-
ble, technology. A critical operation in the computations is multiplication. We have shown 
how a very simple bit-serial multiplier structure using carry-save technique can equalize 
multiplication time relative to addition time. 
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CORRECTIONS AND COMMENTS 
As the thesis consists of parts that have been published as separate documents, which have 
only been reformatted, no corrections have been made to the content. However, there are 
some corrections and clarifications that should be made. These are listed below. 

P.41 In the description of CM-2 hardware replace 	20 GFlops' with 	10 
GFlops' 

P.59 The references [86,87] have incorrect titles. The correct titles are: 

[86] Nordström,  T. "Sparse distributed memory simulation on REMAP3." (Research 
Report No. TULEA 1991:16),  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden, 1991. 

[87] Nordström,  T. "Designing parallel computers for self organizing maps." (Re-
search Report No. TULEA 1991:17),  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden, 
1991. 

P.126 The number of layers defined in part IV is not consistent with the other 
parts. In Part IV the layer count is the number of node layers, while in Part I-
III it is the number of weight layers. 

P.127 In the Algorithm 1, Step 2, replace 'net') 	E..(90/-1)> with 
‘netio = 	 I 	1 

ziwi(i

lj  
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Using and Designing Massively 
Parallel Computers for Artificial 

Neural Networks 
Tomas  Nordström 	Bertil Svensson  

ABSTRACT 

During the last ten years the two fields of artificial neural net-
works  (ANN)  and massively parallel computing have both 
been evolving rapidly. In this paper we study the effort of 
making  ANN  algorithms run on massively parallel computers. 

Following a brief survey of the most used models, the differ-
ent dimensions of parallelism in  ANN  computing are identi-
fied, and the possibilities for mapping onto the structures of 
different parallel architectures are analyzed. 

The paper gives a survey and draws conclusions based on the 
reported implementations and studies. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This paper is intended to provide a survey of the use and design of massively parallel com-
puters for artificial neural networks (ANNs) and to draw conclusions based on reported im-
plementations and studies. For the moment massively parallel computers must be 
implemented using simple control structures. Actually, it can be expected that the degree of 
parallelism required to qualify as a massively parallel computer will increase with the ability 
to create larger and larger systems with complex control. The simple control structure that 
characterizes massively parallel computers can be SIMD (Single Instruction stream Multiple 
Data streams) or a highly restricted form of MIMD that we call SCMD (Same Code Multi-
ple Data streams). 

We try to identify architectural properties which are important for simulations of ANNs. We 
also stress the importance of the mapping between algorithms and architecture.  ANN  com-
putations are communication intensive, a fact which may put strong demands on the com-
munication facilities of the architecture. Moreover, the requirements vary with the  ANN  
model used and the mapping between the algorithm and the architecture. 

The paper is organized into three parts: 

The first part is  ANN-oriented. It concentrates on  ANN  models and those characteristics of 
the models which are of interest when considering parallel implementation. In this part we 
first go through the basics of artificial neural networks and  ANN  algorithms. We then dis-
cuss some general computational topics that are relevant for the implementation of any  ANN  
model, like the precision of the calculations and the opportunities for parallel execution. We 
conclude the  ANN-oriented part with a discussion of different measurements of speed for  
ANN  computations. 

The second part is architecture oriented. Here we define different classes of parallel compu-
ter architectures and give a review of what type of  ANN  algorithms have been implemented 
on computers of these classes. 

In the final part of the paper we analyse what experiences can be drawn from the reported 
implementations and try to sort out what requirements will be put on massively parallel 
computers for  ANN  simulation in the future — in batch processing, in real-time applications, 
and in action oriented systems. In real-time applications, the speed of the input data flow and 
the requirements for output data are set by the environment. In action oriented systems, sen-
sory, motor and processing parts, all possibly utilizing neural network principles, are seen as 
integrated systems capable of interacting with the environment. These systems are some-
times called "sixth generation computers"[2, 3]. 

8 
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2.0 THE BASICS OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

To make it easier to understand the algorithms later on, we will in this chapter describe the 
basic properties and terminology of biological neurons and networks. We also show some 
simple models of these biological structures. 

It should be noted that the  ANN  often are far from being good biological models. Instead 
they may be seen as biologically inspired algorithms. Studying the "real thing" will give per-
spective to how simple our models are and how complex the brain is. 

2.1 The Biological Neuron 
The basic building block of the brain is the nerve cell (neuron). In humans there are about 
1012  neurons. Neurons come in many varieties. They are actually all different but can be 
grouped into at least fifty types of cells. 

The principal components of a neuron are shown in Figure 1. There is a cell body, a number 
of dendrites (input) and an axon (output). The axon splits and connects to other neurons (or 
muscles etc.) The connections function like a sort of chemical resistor and are called synaps-
es. Thus the complexity of the brain does not stop at the vast number of neurons. There is an 
even larger number of connections between neurons. One estimate is that there are a thou-
sand connections per neuron on average, giving a total of 1015  connections in the brain. 

Figure 1 The principal components of a basic neuron.The input comes to the neuron, 
through synapses on the dendrites. If enough stimuli is on the inputs there will be an 
activation (impulse) through the axon which connects to other cells via synapses. 

Neurons can often be grouped naturally into larger structures (hundreds of thousands of neu-
rons). It has been established that some groups/areas of the brain are organized in a way that 
reflects the organization of the physical signals stimulating the areas i.e. topological order. 
The result is that nearby areas in the brain correspond to nearby areas in signal space. This 
order is accomplished even when the fibres which are transporting the signals do not contain 
any apparent order. The order seems also to be achieved without any teacher telling what is 
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right or wrong. The resulting maps are therefore often called self-organizing maps. Exam-
ples are visual and somatosensory cortex. Each of these structures often connects to other 
structures at a higher level. 

2.1.1 Adaptation and learning 
The brain would not be as interesting, and not as useful, without its ability to adapt and learn 
new things. There are basically two ways in which adaptation takes place, by changing the 
structure and by changing the synapses. The first has the nature of long term adaptation and 
often takes place only in the first part of an animal's life. The second, changes of synapses, is 
a more continuous process that happens during the whole life. 

2.1.2 Information processing 

The information processing in a neuron is done as a summation or integration of information 
fed into it. The information is represented as brief events called nerve impulses'. The inter-
val or frequency conveys the information. According to Hubel[50] the impulse rates may 
vary from one event every few seconds or even slower to about 1000 events per second at 
the extreme upper limit. The normal upper limit is often cited to be 100 to 200 impulses per 
second. The "speed" of the impulses along the axon is around 0.1 to 10 metres per second. 
The length of an axon varies from less than a millimetre to more than a metre. 

2.2 The Artificial Neuron 

The first and very simple model which is much used is the model where information is con-
tained as levels/values corresponding to the impulse frequencies. Then the integration of 
pulses is done as a summation. The synapses are represented as weights, Iv./  , multiplied with 
inputs ij. To make the model more powerful, a nonlinear function, f, is applied to the sum, 
and the result, o = f(Ew fi f) , is sent to the neurons connected to it.  

wi  
f(x) 

W 2 

E wJI i. W3 .X  ... 
w.  

Figure 2 The simplest model of a neuron.  lt  can be seen as a model of Figure 1. The 
output has the form 0 = f(Ewiii) 

1. This is not true for all neurons.  E. g.  there are neurons in the retina which have a "graded" response. 
See e.g. [50] or [105] for more on that topic. 
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As with their biological counterparts the artificial neurons are not very interesting by them-
selves. You need a large number of artificial neurons to make interesting computations. By 
changing the structure of the connections and adaptation rules it is possible to radically 
change the type of computations made by the network. Some of the models used are de-
scribed in Section 3.0. 

2.3 Layered Models 

In many models there are layers of neurons, see Figure 3. There has been some confusion 
about how to count the number of layers. One method is to count the node layers including 
the input layer, the other method is to count weight layers (or node layers excluding the in-
put layer). In this paper we use the word "node" or "weight" in front of the word "layer" 
when it is needed to avoid confusion. When we count layers we use weight layers, since this 
is the most relevant method when considering the computational effort. This method of 
counting implies that one (weight) layer is the smallest network possible. This one layer net-
work corresponds to the concept of perceptrons [104]. Node layers which have no connec-
tion to input or output are called hidden layers, e.g. in Figure 3 there are two hidden layers. 

A compact way of giving the size of a multi-layer network is to present the sizes of the node 
layers with an  "x"  inbetween. For example 203x60x26 states that the input node layer has 
203 nodes, the hidden node layer has 60 nodes and the output node layer has 26 nodes. Be-
tween each layer an implicit fully connected weight layer is assumed. Thus, we consider this 
a two-layer network. 

Designing and Using Massively Parallel Computers for Artificial Neural Networks 	 11 
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3.0 	SOME OF THE MOST COMMONLY USED  ANN  ALGORITHMS 

During the last ten years, the artificial neural networks area has developed into a rich field of 
research. Many new models or algorithms have been suggested. Not all these models have 
been implemented on parallel computers. This is not to say that some of them are not suited 
for parallel execution. On the contrary, a common characteristic of all neural network algo-
rithms is that they are parallel in nature. For the purposes of this paper, however, we only de-
scribe the most common  ANN  algorithms, in order to be able to discuss their 
implementation on parallel computers. 

The models are characterized by their network topology, node characteristics, and training 
rules. We describe some frequently used and discussed models. 

1. Multilayer feejorward networks with supervised learning by error back-propa-
gation (BP) [105]. 

The feedforward back-propagation model is used as a pattern classifier or feature de-
tector, meaning that it can recognize and separate different features or patterns pre-
sented to its inputs. 

2. Feedback networks (also referred to as recurrent networks). Different variations 
in node topology and node characteristics have been proposed: 

Symmetric connectivity and stochastic nodes: Boltzmann machines [41, 42, 50]. 

Symmetric connectivity and deterministic nodes: Hopfteld nets [47, 48, 49, 93] and 
Mean field theory [93, 94]. 

Nonsymmetric connectivity and deterministic nodes: Recurrent back-propagation 
(RBP) [1, 96]. 

The feedback models can be used as  hetero-  or autoassociative memories, but also for 
solving optimization problems. Using an  ANN  as an autoassociative memory means 
that whenever a portion or a distorted version of a pattern is presented, the remainder 
of the pattern is filled in or the pattern is corrected. 

3. Self organizing feature maps (SOFM), also called topological feature maps 
(TFM), developed by Kohonen[63, 64] 

This is one of the more frequently used models with unsupervised learning. SOFM is 
used for vector quantization, feature extraction or principal component analysis[63]. 

4. Sparse distributed memory (SDM) suggested by Kanerva [57], who claims it to 
be biologically plausible. In addition to its merits as an interesting  ANN  model it 
is very well suited for implementation on the type of architectures we are concen-
trating on in this paper. 

12 
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31 Feedforward Networks: Back-Propagation Learning 
A feedforward net with three weight layers is shown in Figure 3. The network topology is 
such that each node (neuron) in a layer receives input from every node in the previous layer. 
As in most models each node computes a weighted sum of all its inputs. 

Input Nodes Hidden Nodes Hidden Nodes Output Nodes 

Figure 3 A three-layer feedforward network. 

Then it applies a nonlinear activation function, see Figure 4, to the sum, resulting in an acti-
vation value — or output — of the neuron. A sigmoid function, with a smooth threshold-like 
curve, is the most frequently used activation function in feedforward networks. 

f (x) 	i f (x)  

Sigmoid  Threshold logic 

Figure 4 Three representative nonlinear activation functions, see also Section 4.3 

In the first phase of the algorithm the input to the network is provided and values propagate 
forward through the network to compute the output vector, 0. The output vector of the net-
work is then compared with a target vector, T, which is provided by a teacher, resulting in an 
error vector,  E.  

In the second phase the values of the error vector are propagated back through the network. 
The error signals for hidden units are thereby determined recursively: Error values for layer 
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1 are determined from a weighted sum of the errors of the next layer, 1+1, again using the 
connection weights - now "backwards". The weighted sum is multiplied by the derivative of 
the activation function to give the error value, 8. 

Now, finally, appropriate changes of weights and thresholds can be made. The weight 
change in the connection to unit  i  in layer 1 from unit  j  in layer /-1 is proportional to the 
product of the output value, of, in layer 1, and the error value, (%, in layer /-1. The bias (or 
threshold) value may be seen as the weight from a unit that is always on and can be learned 
in the same way. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Back-propagation training algorithm 
1. Applymput 0 (0)  = 

2. Compute output oi(1)  = f(net? + bin 	net •(0  = where 	 (1) (1-1)  for each 
layer. 

3. Determine error vector  E  = T -0. 
4. Propagate error backwards. 

If node  j  is an output node then the elements of the error value vector  D  are 

8(0 = o( r)  (1 -0(1) ) 	- 0(1) ) = 0(1) (1  
Ill 	I 	J 	I 

else 

= 0(1)  (1 -on 	.8(/+1) w(I+1)  Ei 	 1  
Here we have used the fact that the sigmoid function f  (x)  - 	has the deriva- 
tive f = f (1 - f) 	 1+1-x 

5. Adjust weights and thresholds. 
(0 	8(0 (/-1) ewij  = 	o f  

ebi(1)  = is 

6. Repeat from 1. 

By remembering ew M between iterations and add a portion of the old change to the weight 
as: wi(j0  (n  + I) = wii  (n)  +Awii  (n)  + aäw (0ii  (n  -1) , where a is chosen empirically be-
tween 0 and 1, was suggested by Rumelhart et al. in [105]. This term is called momentum 
term and it makes it possible to increw the learning rate without it leading to oscillations. It 
can be seen as way to smooth out the high-frequency variations of the error-surface in the 
weight space. Introduction of this term will double the memory requirement for the weights. 

Many other variants exist of back-propagation and some of them have been studied in [23] 
by Fahlman. 
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3.2 Feedback Networks 
A feedback network consists of a single set of  N  nodes that are completely interconnected, 
see Figure 5. All nodes serve as both input and output nodes. Each node computes a weight-
ed sum of all its inputs. Then it applies a nonlinear activation function, see Figure 4, to the 
sum, resulting in an activation value — or output — of the node. This value is treated as input 
to the network in the next time step. When the net has converged, i.e. when the output no 
longer changes, the pattern on the output of the nodes is the network response. 

This network may reverberate without settling down to a stable output. Sometimes oscilla-
tion may be desired, otherwise oscillation must be suppressed. 

Training or learning can be done in supervised mode with the delta rule [106] or back-prop-
agation [1], or it can be done unsupervised by a Hebbian rule [106]. It is also used "without" 
learning, where the weights are fixed at start to a value dependent on the application. 

Because the delta rule is much more powerful than the Hebb rule [106], and more commonly 
used than back-propagation (for feedback nets) we only describe the delta rule algorithm. 

In the first phase of training with the delta rule the training pattern is imposed on the net at 
time zero by forcing the output from the net to match the pattern. Following this initiation, 
the net iterates in discrete time steps using the given formula. When the net has converged 
the activation is compared to the target and the error is calculated as  ei =  ti —ai . Then the 
weights are changed in proportion to the product of the activation and the error, i.e. 

= 

Algorithm 2 Delta learning algorithm for feedback networks 
1. Set activation values to external input values. 

2. Calculate new activation values a. = f(net 1  .+  b.)  where net. = E.w.a. until 
1.1 & 

the network is stable. 

3. Determine error vector  E  = T— 0. 
4. Adjust the weights ewij  = rteicti  and bias äbi = 

5. Repeat from 1. 
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Figure 5 A seven node feedback network. 

3.3 Self-Organizing Feature Maps 
Having topological ordered maps and self-organization as important concepts, Kohonen de-
veloped the Self-Organizing Feature Maps (SOFM)[64, 65]. These maps have been used in 
pattern recognition, especially in speech recognition, but also in robotics, automatic control 
and data compression. Described below is the "short-cut version" which is motivated by the 
reduction of the computational effort compared to the original version. 

Algorithm 3 The SOFM algorithm "shortcut version" 
1. Find the node (or memory)  mc  closest to input  x.  

lix(tk) — mc (tk)11= min II  x  (tk) —  mi  (tk) II 

2. Find the neighbourhood  N  (1k ).c  

3. Make the nodes in the neighbourhood closer to input. 

mi(tk+i) =  mi  (4) + a (4) [x(tk) -mi(rk)] 
	

for ie 	(tk) 

mi(ik+i) =  mi  (4) 
	 otherwise. 

4. Repeat from step 1 with ever decreasing Nc  and a (neighbourhood and gain se-
quence). 

With a small change in the update equation (step 3 in Algorithm 3) we can use the same 
framework for Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), where the map functions as a clustering 
or classification algorithm. 

3.4 Sparse Distributed Memory 
Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM) developed by Kanerva [57] may be regarded as a special 
form of a two-layer feedforward network, but is more often — and more conveniently — de-
scribed as an associative memory. It is capable of storing and retrieving data at an address 
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referred to as a "reference address". A major difference compared to conventional Random 
Access Memories (RAMs) is that instead of having e.g. 32-bit addresses SD1VIs may have 
1000-bit addresses. Since it is impossible to have a memory with 21m° bits, SDMs have to 
be sparse. Also, data is stored in counters instead of one-bit cells as in RAMs 

The SDM model has been used in pattern matching and temporal sequence encoding[56]. 
Rogers[102] has applied SDM to statistical predictions. He has also noted that SDM is an 
ideal  ANN  for massively parallel computer implementation[101]. 

Figure 6 Describing a Sparse Distributed Memory as an array of addressable loca-
tions. Note that the address as well as data can be hundreds of bits long, still there are 
only a small number (like thousands) of memory locations. 

Algorithm 4 The SDM algorithm 

Training the network (i.e. Writing to the memory): 
1. The address register is compared to the location addresses and the distance is cal-

culated 

2. The distances are compared to a threshold and those below the threshold are se-
lected. 

3. In the selected rows 

Where the  data-in  register is 1 the counter is incremented, 
Where the  data-in  register is 0 the counter is decremented. 

Recall from the network (i.e. Reading from the memory): 
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1. The address register is compared to the location addresses and the distance is cal-
culated 

2. The distances are compared to a threshold and those below the threshold are se-
lected. 

3. The selected rows are added columnwise. 

Where the sum is greater than zero the data-out register is set to one, 

else it is set to zero. 
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4.0 COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The computations involved in neural network simulations show great similarities from one 
model to another. In this section we discuss some topics that are of general interest and not 
specific to one single model. 

4.1 Basic Computations 

For feedfonvard and feedback network algorithms, the basic computation is a matrix-by-
vector multiplication, where the matrices contain the connection weights and the vectors 
contain activation values or error values. Therefore, an architecture for  ANN  computations 
should have processing elements with good support for multiply, or even multiply-and-add, 
operations and a communication structure and memory system suited for the access and 
alignment patterns of matrix-by-vector operations. 

Assuming  N  units per layer, the matrix-by-vector multiplication contains N2  scalar multipli-
cations and  N  computations of sums of  N  numbers. The fastest possible way to compute this 
is to perform all N2  multiplications in parallel, which requires N2  processing elements (PEs) 
and unit time, and then form the sums by using trees of adders. The addition phase requires 
N(N-1) adders and 0(logN) time. 

The above procedure means exploitation of both node and weight parallelism (defined later). 
This is, however, an unrealistic method for implementation of large ANNs depending on 
both the number of PEs required and the communication problems caused. Instead, most of 
the implementations that have been reported take the approach of basically having as many 
PEs as the number of neurons in a layer and storing the connection weights in matrices, one 
for each layer. The PE with index  j  has access to row  j  of the matrix by accessing its own 
memory word. Referring to Algorithm 1, a problem appears in step 4 relative to step 2.While 
step 2 corresponds to the matrix-vector operation WO, step 4 corresponds to WTS. This 
means that we need to be able to access WT  as efficiently as we can access W. This introduc-
es a mapping problem which we will return to in Section 6. Regardless of the mapping cho-
sen, multiply-and-add is the basic operation in these calculations. 

The first part of SOFM can also be seen as a matrix-by-vector multiplication, where the ma-
trix is composed of the weight vectors of the nodes and the vector is the training vector. 
From the resulting vector a maximum must be found. The efficiency of this operation is 
strongly dependent on the communication topology, but may also depend on the characteris-
tics of the PEs. In a later section we will demonstrate how bit-serial processors offer specific 
advantages. After a maximum node is found its neighbours are selected and updated. The se-
lection time will depend on the communication topology and the updating phase on the 
length of the training vectors. 

Also in SDM the first step is a matrix-by-vector multiplication. But as both the matrix and 
the vector are binary valued the multiplications are actually replaced by exclusive-or and the 
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summation by a count of ones. The counters are thereafter compared with a threshold. In all 
active positions the up-down counters are updated. 

Thus, computers to be efficient for  ANN  computations need to have support for matrix-by-
vector multiplications, maximum finding, spreading of activity, count of ones, and compari-
sons. Some of the implementations that we review have solved these matters on existing par-
allel computers, others have devised new architectures targeted at computations of this kind. 

4.2 Numerical Precision 

In order to optimize the utilization of the computing resources, the numerical precision and 
dynamic range in, e.g., the multiply-and-add operations should be studied with care. 

With optical, analog or bit-serial computers it is not very attractive to use 32- or 64-bit float-
ing-point numbers for weights and activation values. The issue of weight sensitivity be-
comes important; how sensitive are the networks to weight errors? Unfortunately, one of the 
most used algorithms, back-propagation, is very sensitive to the precision and number range 
used [39]. This is due to its global property of propagating the error back to all nodes and not 
only to the ones that are wrong. If the neural network is used on a computer which has sup-
port for floating point calculations this accuracy is of no big importance. On the other hand, 
for many tasks of integer type, like low level vision problems, the use of floating point num-
bers will lead to a more complex architecture than neemary. 

Using ordinary back-propagation with low precision without modifications will lead to in-
stability and the net will often be unable to learn anything. There are modifications to back-
propagation which seem to improve the situation somewhat [13, 21, 76, 1101, and there are 
experiments where different precision is used at different stages of the algorithm [84]. By 
using high precision in the beginning of the training and lessen the precision as the network 
trains, the number of bits needed for weights in the fully trained network can be very low (a 
few bits). Without too large modifications, 8-16 bits per weight seems to be sufficient for 
most problems [11, 21, 83, 130]. More exact calculations of the sensitivity to weight errors 
and the precision needed can be found in [21, 115, 116, 117, 118]. 

Weights have by some authors [130] been found to need a large dynamic range i.e. floating 
point representation. But by having weight saturation, i.e. limiting the weights to a certain 
limit, the need for floating point numbers can be removed [83]. 

Low precision is also attractive for ANNs as it makes the algorithms more biologically plau-
sible[126]. An upper limit of what accuracy the brain needs for its calculation could be esti-
mated to 7-8 bits; i.e. neurons have a "dynamic range" of about 100 levels. The calculations 
are also fault tolerant. That is, if one neuron fails to fire the computation still carries out in 
the right fashion. 

It is of course not immediately evident whether the result of a simulation is due to the use of 
too low resolution or to the new algorithm one is testing. This can be a disadvantage in some 
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rages. But thinking of the precision from the start might generate better algorithms. There is 
probably a trade-off between few weights (nodes) with high precision versus many weights 
(nodes) with low precision. 

4.3 Sigmoid 

In many of the algorithms a sigmoid function like f  (x)  = 1 / (1 +  e')  needs to be calculat-
ed, see Figure 7. To do this efficiently many implementations use a table lookup instead of 
direct calculation (typically with 8 bits precision). Others try to approximate the sigmoid 
with a piecewise linear function[l 1] like  e)  in Figure 7. Also, an approximation based on 
power of two calculations has been proposed, with digital computers in mind[92],  c)  in Fig-
ure 7. 

A combination of table lookup and power of two calculation was tried in [131], but in the 
end only table lookup and interpolation were used. 

Table lookup on SIMD computers without local address modification seems difficult but is 
possible by a cyclic rotation and comparison. It takes  n  steps to do  n  table lookups using  n  
PEs connected in a ring[127]. Other ways to distribute the look-up table have been discussed 
by Marchesi et al. in [78]. 

In [109] ex was calculated by means of range reduction techniques. The total number of op-
erations required to calculate the sigmoid was: 5 add/subtract, 1 logical, 2 division, 2 shifts 
and 3 multiplications. 

In the backward phase the derivative f  (x)  is to be calculated. The much used sigmoid have 
the "nice" derivative of f  '(x)  = f(x) (1 — f  (x))  . 
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Sigmoids between 0 and 1 

Sigmoids between -1 and 1 

Figure 7 Standard sigmoid functions 

Some networks and training situations have turned out to benefit from a sigmoid function 
between —1 and 1 instead of the usual 0 and 1. Some are given in Figure 7. A) has the useful 
property that it does not involve any transcedental functions 

4.4 Data representation 
When real and/or analog inputs to the  ANN  are used, the data representation must be studied 
carefully. For binary code the problem is that Hamming distance(HD) is not a valid measure 
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of similarity. The so called thermometer code solves the problem with the HD but is waste-
ful of code bits, thus stands in contrast to the requirement of using as few bits as possible. 

Penz[91], referring to Willshaw et al.[129], have suggested a modification to the thermome-
ter code, called closeness code. This code has as few active positions as possible, i.e. it is op-
timally sparse, but still retains the HD as a similarity measure. The number of l's in an  N  bit 
vector is log2  N.  

There is a denser (with respect to code word length) version of closeness code suggested by 
Kanerva[58] which has been called band-pass code. The name reflects the fact that the ther-
mometer code may be seen as a set of low-pass filters but Kanerva's suggestion may be seen 
as a set of band-pass filters. 

Decimal 	Binary 
Value Code 	HD 

Thermometer 

Code 	HD 
Closeness 

Code HD 

Band-pass 
Code HD 

0 000 0 0000000 0 11100000 00 0 11000 0 
1 001 1 1000000 1 01110000 00 2 11100 1 
2 010 1 1100000 2 00111000 00 4 01100 2 
3 011 1110000 3 00011100 00 6 01110 3 
4 100 1 1111000 4 00001110 00 6 00110 4 
5 101 1111100 5 00000111 00 6 00111 5 
6 110 2 1111110 6 x0000011 10 5/4 00011 4 
7 111 3 1111111 7 xx000001 11 4/2 10011 3 

11001 1 No good Circular 
extensions 

11000 0 

Figure 8 Different ways to encode data: binary, thermometer, closeness, band-pass 
codes. All but the binary code have Hamming distance (HD) as the measure of simi-
larity. Closeness and thermometer code are wasteful of code bits, but closeness code 
has fewer active bits. Band-pass has good code density while keeping the HD as the 
measure of distance. 

Both closeness and band-pass code can be extended to a circular code. A circular code is 
useful when coding things like angles. 

When coding things like letters in an alphabet it is important not to introduce order or simi-
larities that do not exist. Coding a,b,c,... as 1,2,3,... introduces a similarity between a and  b  
which does not exist in English. Instead, 26 nodes where only one is active may be used. 

4.5 Bit-Serial Calculations 
Many of the massively parallel processors use bit-serial PEs. For the majority of operations, 
processing times on these computers grow linearly with the data length used. This may be 
regarded as a serious disadvantage (e.g when using 32- or 64-bit floating point numbers), or 
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as an attractive feature (use of low precision data speeds up the computations accordingly). 
In any case, bit-serial data paths simplify communication in massively parallel computers. 

4.5.1 Multiplication done bit-serially. 
A serious drawback of simple bitserial processors is that multiplication time grows quadrat-
icly with the data length. However, there is a method of doing bit-serial multiplication that 
requires no more time than what is needed to read the operands (bit by bit, of course) and 
store the result. The method, based on carry-save adder technique, requires as many full 
adders as the data length. Figure 9 shows the design of such a multiplier circuit. 

This design was proposed but not implemented in the LUCAS project[27], and will be used 
in the continued project, REMAP3. A similar multiplier design has also been proposed for 
"Centipede", a further development of the  AIS-5000 concept[130]. 

Figure 9 Design of a two's-complement bit-serial multiplier. It is operated by first shift-
ing in the multiplicand, most significant bit first, into the array of M flip-flops. The bits of 
the multiplier are then successively applied to the input, least significant bit first. The 
product bits appear at the output with least significant bit first. 

4.5.2 Floating point calculations done bit-serially 
Floating point calculations raise special problems on SIMD computers with bit-serial PEs. 
Additions and subtractions require the exponents to be equal before the operations are per-
formed on the mantissas. This alignment process requires different PEs to take different ac-
tions, and this does not confirm with the SIMD principle. The same problem appears in the 
normalization procedure. 

However, also these problems may be solved by a fairly reasonable amount of extra hard-
ware. Ahlander[135] compares different solutions and proposes the addition of stacks in the 
PEs to hold the mantissas during alignment and normalizations. This arrangement allows 
floating point operations to be performed as fast as data can be provided bit-serially from the 
memory. 
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4.5.3 Search for maximum done bit-serially 

Some operations benefit from the bit-serial working mode and can be implemented very ef-
ficiently. Search for maximum is such an operation. Assuming one number is stored in the 
memory of each PE, the search starts by examining the most significant bit of each value. If 
anyone has a one, all PEs with a zero are discarded. The search goes on in the next position, 
and so on, until all bit positions have been treated. The time for this search is independent of 
the number of values compared, it depends only on the data length. 
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5.0 DIMENSIONS OF PARALLELISM IN  ANN  COMPUTATIONS 

For implementation on a parallel computer, parts of the algorithm that can be run in parallel 
have to be identified. Unfolding the computations into the smallest computational primitives 
reveals the different dimensions of parallelism. 

5.1 Unfolding the Computations 

A typical  ANN  algorithm has the following structure: 

For each training session 
For each training example in the session 

For each layer (going Forward and Backward) 
For all neurons (nodes) in the layer 

For all synapses (weights) of the node 
For all bits of the weight value 

This shows that there are (at least) six different ways of achieving parallelism: 

Training session parallelism 
Training example parallelism 

Layer and Forward-Backward parallelism 
Node (neuron) parallelism 

Weight (synapse) parallelism 
Bit parallelism 

5.2 The Dimensions of Parallelism 

Here follows a discussion on each of the different ways of achieving parallelism. Which of 
the dimensions of parallelism are chosen in any particular implementation will depend on 
the constraints imposed by the hardware platform and by the constraints of the particular al-
gorithm that is to be implemented. 

5.2.1 Training session parallelism 

Training example parallelism means starting different training sessions on different process-
ing elements (PEs). Different sessions may have different starting values for the weights, 
and also different learning rates. Using parallel machines with complex control makes it 
even possible to train networks of different sizes at the same time. 

5.2.2 Training example parallelism 

The number of training examples used is usually very large, typically much larger than the 
number of nodes in the network. The parallelism of the training set can be utilized by map-
ping different training examples to different PEs and letting each PE calculate the outputs 
for its training example. The weight changes are then summed. 
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Doing the weight update this way (batch or epoch updating) means it is not done exactly as 
in the serial case. Back-propagation is known to perform gradient decent if update of 
weights takes place after processing of all the training data[105, 113[. Empirically it is found 
that updating after each pattern will save CPU cycles, at least on a sequential computer. 

Training example parallelism is easy to utilize without penalty in the form of communica-
tion overhead. Thus it gives an almost linear speed-up with the number of PEs. However, a 
corresponding reduction in training time (time to reduce the total error to a specific level) 
should not be taken for granted. Even if this method gives a more accurate gradient it does 
not necessarily allow more weight updates to occur. Therefore there is a limit on the amount 
of actual training time speed-up that is achievable using this method of parallelism. Park-
er[90] has shown that on a 30x30x10 network and 4156 training examples the optimal batch 
size was only 18. Beyond that level the refmement of gradient was wasted. 

This means that the use of extensive number crunching circuitry in order to utilize training 
example parallelism, although giving high CUPS (Connection Updates Per Second) per-
formance does not guarantee a corresponding reduction in training time. 

Training example parallelism also demands the PEs to have enough memory to store the ac-
tivation value of all the nodes in a network. With a 256kbit memory per PE and 32bit float-
ing point number representation, only about 8000 nodes can be simulated[113]. On the other 
hand, any sparsity of the network connections can be fully exploited with this type of paral-
lelism. 

5.2.3 Layer and forward-backward parallelism 

Having more than one layer makes it is possible to pipeline the layers, i.e. more than one 
training pattern is going through the net at the same time. If the model has a backward pass 
like BP it is also possible to "fold" the pipeline back again. This could be very suitable for 
multi-board implementations were each board is doing one layer. 

5.2.4 Node (neuron) parallelism 

The parallel processing performed by many nodes in each layer is perhaps the most obvious 
form of parallelism in an  ANN.  Each node computes a weighted sum of all its inputs. This 
form of parallelism corresponds to viewing the calculations as matrix operations and letting 
each row in the matrix correspond to a processor. 

Most of the layered models only send their activation values forward after all nodes have 
been calculated in a layer. This means that the maxünum parallelism is available for the wid-
est node layer (excluding the input layer). If this degree of parallelism is fully utilized, all 
layers with less nodes cannot fully utilize the computer. 

5.2.5 Weight (synapse) parallelism 

At each input to a neuron the arriving activation value is multiplied with the weight of the 
specific input. This can be done at all inputs to the neuron simultaneously. The subsequent 
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summation of all the products may also be parallelized using a suitable communication 
structure. 

5.2.6 Bit parallelism 
Utilizing the full degree of bit parallelism (i.e. treating all bits in a data item simultaneously) 
is often taken for granted. However, giving up this form of parallelism, and treating data bit-
serially, increases the possibilities to use some of the other forms. 

5.3 The Degrees of Parallelism 

The typical degree of parallelism varies widely between the six different kinds, as the table 
below shows. (As an illustration, the degrees of parallelism of the well-known NETtallc ap-
plication have been given as well. 

Parallelism Typical range: NETtalk: 

Training session 10 - 103  100 

Training example 10 - 107  5000 

Layer and Forward-Backward 1 -6 1 

Node (neuron) 100 - 106  120 
Weight (synapse) 10 - 105  203 

Bit 1-64 32 

The table gives an indication of what dimensions should be utilized in a massively parallel 
computer. Such a computer is capable of performing at least thousands of elementary opera-
tions simultaneously. Hence an  ANN  implementation that is to utilize the computing re-
sources efficiently must utilize at least one of the following dimensions: 

Training session parallelism. 

Training example parallelism. 

Node parallelism. 

Weight parallelism. 

The use of the two first-mentioned types is of interest only in batch processing situations in 
order to train a network. In real-time applications where the  ANN  is interacting with the out-
side world, training session and training example parallelism are not available. In those cas-
es, node and/or weight parallelism must be chosen, maybe in combination with e.g. bit and 
layer parallelism. 
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6.0 COMMUNICATION 

High degree of connectivity and large data flows are characteristic features of neural com-
puting models. Hence, the structure and bandwidth of internal and external (i.e. I/O) com-
munication in the computer to be used are of great importance. Depending on what 
dimension of parallelism is chosen the demands on the communication will be different. 

6.1 Communication by Broadcast 

In most parallel computers the most efficient way to communicate is to broadcast, since so 
many destinations receive information simultaneously. In fact, in SIMD computers broad-
cast is also used to distribute control information. As seen in section 5.3, training example 
parallelism has a very large amount of possible parallelism. As the basic communication 
needed with this form of parallelism is broadcasting it is a good choice if the maximum 
speed (CUPS) is to be obtained. If the batch or epoch type of weight updating cannot be 
used, node or weight parallelism must be used. With the required communication patterns in 
those forms of parallelism it is less obvious how broadcast can be used, therefore it is harder 
to get maximum performance. 

Maybe the most natural way to map the forward pass using node parallelism on a processor 
array is to see it as a matrix-vector multiplication and map each row of W into one PE, see 
Figure 10. In each step of the multiplication process, one PE broadcasts its node activation 
o to all other nodes. Each PE then multiplies the value with a weight value from the corre-
sponding column of Wand adds the result to a running sum neti . After all activation values 
have been sent and multiplied, each PE holds one element of the resulting vector. Having 
this efficient mapping for the feedforward phase will introduce problems in the backward 
phase in which EMV is to be calculated. Broadcasting 8 in the same way and multiplying 
with a matrix column leaves a number in each PE. These numbers should be summed across 
all PEs instead of within each PE as in the forward phase. This can be done by a sum reduc-
tion but adding an adder-tree will give better performance [119]. 
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Figure 10 Mapping of node parallelism into a processor array. 
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Mapping in this way also introduces inefficiency problems if the layers are of very different 
sizes. It is also difficult to use any sparsity in the connections with this method. 

6.2 Grid-based Communication 

A natural way to arrange communication for weight parallelism is grid-based communica-
tion suitable for two dimensional arrays of PEs. The PEs of the top edge (e.g.) correspond to 
the source node layer, and the PEs of the right edge (e.g.) correspond to the destination node 
layer. The weight matrix is distributed over the rest of the PEs. The input layer nodes on the 
top send their values down over the matrix by vertical broadcast. Then there will be a sum-
mation phase going horizontally. This is then repeated for the next layer, now going horizon-
tally first and then going upward. 

This scheme has been used or suggested by e.g. Singer [114] and Fujimoto [33]. 

6.3 Communication by Circulation 

One way to solve the communication when node parallelism is used, is by a "systolic" ring 
structure[52, 69, 70, 71, 97], see Figure 11. In the forward phase (upper part of the figure) 
the activation values are shifted circularly along the row of PEs and multiplied with the cor-
responding weight values. Each PE accumulates the sum of the products it has produced. In 
the backward phase (lower part of the figure) the accumulated sum is shifted instead. 
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Figure 11 Feedforward and error back-propagation structure for a systolic ring proces-
sor. 

6.4 Communication by General Routing 

Some massively parallel computers, e.g. the Connection Machine, provide support for gen-
eral routing by packet switching. Utilizing this facility is a straightforward method on these 
computers, but, since general routing normally is much slower than regular communication, 
the  ANN  computations will be communication bound, maybe with the exception of sparsely 
connected networks. 

Tomboulian[124] has suggested a communication strategy which is suitable for the mapping 
of directed graphs onto a SIMD computer. The only requirements on the communication 
structure in her mapping are that there must be some path between any two processors and 
every link must be bi-directional, i.e. if A is a neighbour of  B,  then  B  must be a neighbour of 
A. There must also be a consistent invertible labelling between neighbours. 
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Sending a value or a message between two nodes amounts to routing the message from PE 
to PE. A send is divided into time slots where each node knows if or where it should pass 
current incoming meuee. There are means to extend the communication pattern dynami-
cally which makes it very attractive for networks that use structural adoption like Fahlman's 
"Cascade Correlation"[24] or Tenorio and Lee's self-organizing neural network  (SONN)  al-
gorithm[59, 120, 1211. 

Tomboulian's method has for dense networks been found to consume a great deal of PE 
memory for its tables[18]. For sparse networks the time and memory requirements are pro-
portional to the product of the average number of connections per neuron and the diameter 
of the array. 

A method that maps directed graphs into SIMD computers using hyper-cube connections 
has been suggested by Kim and Kumar [61, 62]. 

6.5 Comments on Communication 

For all communication strategies except the general routing methods sparse, connection ma-
trices will lead to under-utilization of the computer's PE resources. Lawson et al. have ad-
dressed this problem with their "SMART" (Sparse matrix adaptive recursive transform) 
machine[72]. By using tables and special hardware they can make use of zero-valued con-
nections to reduce simulation size and time. The communication is based on a ring structure 
together with a bus. However, Lawson's solution is not applicable on a massively parallel 
SIMD computer. 

The massive flow of data into and out of the array, which will be the case in practical  real-
time  applications and also in out of core calculation (very large simulations), puts specific 
demands on the communication structure. In the design of a massively parallel computer for  
ANN,  the PEs should be optimized for the typical operations, in order to not make the 
processing computation bound. Furthermore, the interconnection network should be opti-
mized for the computational communication pattern, in order not to make the processing 
communication bound. Finally, the I/O system should be optimized to suit the needs of the 
application, in order to not make the system I/0 bound. So far, not very much attention has 
been paid to the latter problem complex, but it is certainly involved very much with the com-
munication matters. 

Training example parallelism is the form of parallelism that puts the weakest demands on 
communication. However it is not interesting in real time applications or in pure recall situa-
tions. 
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7.0 	MEASURING THE SPEED OF  ANN  SIMULATIONS. 

In order to compare different implementations, some kind of standard measuring procedure 
is needed. The number of multiply-and-add operations per second that the computer is capa-
ble of might be considered for such a measure, since this operation was identified as the 
most important one in most of the algorithms. However it can only serve as an upper limit 
for performance, i.e. it marks the lowest speed that the computer manufacturer guarantees 
that you will never exceed. The utilization of this potential may be very different for the var-
ious  ANN  models and for different problem sizes. 

Some of the commonly used indications of speed will be given below. They are of two 
kinds: firstly, there are general speed measurements, similar to the multiply-and-add per-
formance measure. In order for these to be of any real value, the  ANN  model and problem 
size for which they were measured should always be given as additional information. Sec-
ondly, there are benchmarks, i.e. commonly implemented applications of specific size. The 
area is still too young (i.e. in the present "wave") for benchmarks to be very well developed. 

7.1 Measurements 

Some measurements commonly used in the  ANN  community are the following. 

7.1.1 CPS or IPS — Connections (or interconnections) per second 
Each time a new input is provided to an  ANN,  all connections in the network must be com-
puted. The number of connections per second the network can perform is often used as a 
measure of performance. When measuring CPS, computing the non-linear thresholding 
function should be included. Comparing the CPS measure to the multiply-and-add measure 
roughly indicates how well the specific algorithm suits the architecture. When comparing 
CPS values for different implementations, the precision of calculation is important to con-
sider. Other things which may influence the CPS measure are the problem size and the 
choice of non-linear thresholding function. 

7.1.2 CUPS or WUPS — Connection (or weight) updates per second 
The CPS number measures how fast a system is able to perform mappings from input to out-
put. The speed of learning is dependent on how many updates of connections can be per-
formed per second. In a back-propagation network both the forward and backward passes 
must be computed. Typically the CUPS number is 2 - 5 times smaller than the CPS number. 

7.1.3 Epochs 

An epoch is defined as a single presentation of each of the examples in the training set, ei-
ther in fixed or random order. The concept is only well-defined for problems with a fixed, fi-
nite set of training examples. Modification of weights may occur after every epoch, after 
every pattern presentation, or on some other schedule. 
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The Epochs concept is sometimes used when measuring the number of times one has to run 
through the training set (one run is one epoch) before some predefined condition is met. This 
is used to compare different versions of an algorithm or different algorithms. A problem 
with this is that it does not state how complicated each epoch is to calculate. Even if an algo-
rithm learns in half the number of epochs it can still take longer time because it is more com-
plicated to calculate. 

An Epochs Per Second measure may also be used as an alternative to CUPS to indicate the 
speed of learning. It gives a number that is easier to grasp than the CUPS number. Of course 
the measure is strongly related to the problem and training set used. 

For problems where an epoch is not well-defined, learning time may instead be measured in 
terms of the number of individual pattern presentations. 

7.1.4 CPSPW — Connections per second per weight (or SPR — Synaptic processing rate) 
A measure which indicates the balance between processing power and network size (i.e. 
number of weights) has been introduced by Holler [46]. His argument for the importance of 
this measure is the following: Biological neurons are firing approximately 100 times per 
second. This implies that each of the synapses processes signals at a rate of about 100 per 
second, hence the synaptic processing rate, SPR, (or, to use Holler's terminology, the CP-
SPW) is approximately 100. If we are satisfied with the performance of biological systems 
(in fact, we are even impressed by them) this number could be taken as a guide for  ANN  im-
plementations. Many parallel implementations have SPR numbers which are orders of mag-
nitude greater than 100, hence have too much processing power per weight. A conventional 
sequential computer, on the other hand, has an SPR number of approximately 1 (if the net-
work has about a million synapses), i.e. is computationally under-balanced. It should be not-
ed that Holler's argument is of course not applicable on batch processing training situations. 

7.2 Benchmarks 
There are some commonly used problems that may be considered as benchmark problems. 
They are used in a number of different ways, e.g. to measure learning speed, quality of ulti-
mate learning, ability to generalize, or combinations of these factors. Thus their use is not re-
stricted to speed comparisons. On the contrary, most of the benchmarks have been 
introduced to compare algorithms and not architectures. This means that most of the bench-
marks should not be used to compare suitability of architectures for the simulation of ANNs. 
Among such benchmark problems are the XOR problem, the Parity problem, and the Two 
Spirals problem[22]. They are all small problems intended for qualitative comparison of al-
gorithms. 

7.2.1 NETtalk 

A larger and more realistic application is known as NETtalk, a text to phoneme translation 
solved by a backpropagation network, described by Sejnowski and Rosenberg [108]. The 
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task is to train a network to produce the proper phonemes, given a string of letters as input. 
This is an example of an input/output mapping task that exhibits strong global regularities, 
but also a large number of more specialized rules and exceptional cases. It is often used as a 
benchmark. 

The experimental setup used by Sejnowski and Rosenberg was the following[22, 108]: The 
input to the network is a series of seven consecutive letters from the training text. The cen-
tral letter in this sequence is the "current" one for which the phonemic output is to be pro-
duced. Three letters on either side of this central letter provide context that helps to 
determine the pronunciation. Of course, there are a few words in English for which this local 
seven-letter window is not sufficient to determine the proper output. For the study using this 
"dictionary" corpus, individual words are moved through the window so that each letter in 
the word is seen in the central position. Blanks are added before and after the word as need-
ed. Some words appear more than once in the dictionary, with different pronunciations in 
each case; only the first pronunciation given for each word was used in this experiment. 

A unary encoding is used. For each of the seven letter positions in the input, the network has 
a set of 29 input units: one for each of the 26 letters in English, and three for punctuation 
characters. Thus, there are 29  x  7 = 203 input units in all. The output side of the network 
uses a distributed representation for the phonemes. There are 21 output units representing 
various articulatory features such as voicing and vowel height. Each phoneme is represented 
by a distinct binary vector over this set of 21 units. In addition, there are 5 output units that 
encode stress and syllable boundaries. Typically 60 to 120 hidden units have been used. 

In the absence of very large benchmarks, we will sometimes use figures on NETtallc to corn-
pare architectures (if they have been reported). Otherwise we will report the implemented 
network structure and training method together with the performance measure given. 
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8.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES 

As the structure of  ANN  algorithms is naturally parallel it is relatively easy to make use of a 
very large number of processing elements (PEs). Computers with a very large number of 
PEs are often called massively parallel. It is not clear how many PEs are needed to qualify as 
massively parallel. 

We think the concept of massively parallel (computers) should somehow reflect the meaning 
of the word massive. Being massive should mean that the structure gives an impression of 
being solid. That is, the number of units should be so high that is impossible to treat them in-
dividually; they must be treated en  masse.  By definition then, each PE must be told what to 
do without specifying it individually. This is actually the concept of SIMD or SCMD com-
puter (defined later). 

The lower limit will then be set by the largest computer in which each PE is treated as an in-
dividual with its own instruction flow (IgIMD). We think that for the moment 212  = 4096 is 
a suitable limit. This limit will probably be moving upwards as new means of organizing 
computers will arrive. 

An interesting extension to massively parallel is the concept of continuously parallel. This 
should mean the limit of massively parallel as the number of processing elements becomes 
infinite (and in fact a continuum) [75]. 

It is useful to have characterizations also of the lower degrees of parallelism. To get a rea-
sonable "definition" with a nice symmetry we suggest a rough division between: highly par-
allel, moderately parallel and barely parallel. By defining the limits to 212,28,  24,  2°  we have 
an easy-to-remember scheme for characterization. When appropriate in the future the limits 
may be moved upward. Summarizing this we get the following definitions which will be 
used in this paper  (n  stands for the number of PEs): 

Continuously parallel 
Massively parallel 
Highly parallel 
Moderately parallel 
Barely parallel  

n 
n >212  

28  < pi < 212  
24  < n < 28  
20 <n <  

This characterization is completed with an "orthogonal" one describing the computational 
power of the PEs. The power or complexity can of course be measured in many ways but as 
a coarse measure we use the bit-length of the natural data type for the processing elements. 
These two divisions are shown in Figure 12. 

We will concentrate on the massively and highly parallel architectures in the next section. 
But we will also, for comparison, include some moderately and even barely parallel comput-
ers like SMART and Warp systems with more complex control. This is because the use of 
them has given interesting results with respect to algorithms and ways of mapping ANNs to 
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a parallel computer. It should be noted that many of those algorithms do not use the powerful 
control, but instead use a SIMD or SCMD structure. 

Figure 12 Classifying architectures for  ANN  by dividing according to how many and 
how complex processing elements are used. 

Equally important as the degree of parallelism is the organization of the computer. One of 
the most used division of architectures is due to Flynn [28]. He divided the computers into 
groups according to the number of instruction streams and the number of data streams: 

• SISD - Single Instruction stream, Single Data stream. 

SIMD - Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data streams. 

MISD - Multiple Instruction streams, Single Data stream. (Anomaly of the divi-
sion) 

MIMD - Multiple Instruction streams, Multiple Data streams. 

As a name for a MIMD computer used as a SIMD architecture, SCMD (Same Code for Mul-
tiple Data streams) is suggested and used in this paper. 

8.1 	Division of SIMD 
The SIMD group contains many vastly different computers like systolic arrays, processor ar-
rays (linear, mesh, multidimensional) and even vector processors. We describe some of these 
in sections 8.1.1 to 8.1.5 

Even in the moderately parallel class (256 to 4k PEs) almost all computers have simple con-
trol (SIMD or SCMD). SIMD control is not good for all sorts of problems but forANN it has 
been seen to be suitable. 
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8.1.1 Systolic Arrays 

Systolic arrays or architectures represent a general methodology for mapping high-level 
computations into hardware structures. This concept has been developed at Carnegie Mellon 
University by H.T. Kung and others [67]. The name is derived from systole, a medical term 
describing the heart. This type of algorithms relies on data from different directions arriving 
at cells/PEs at regular intervals and being combined. Having this structure it is possible to 
achieve balance between I/0 and computation, see Figure 13. 

The basic idea is to use the same data many times before it is returned to memory (after 
changing it). By pumping the data into a series of processors and mapping the communica-
tion according to the problem many processors can usually be used. 

Non Systolic: 	 Systolic: 
I/O: 10 Mwords/s, Calc:10MFlops I/O: 10 Mwords/s, Ca/c:50MFlops 

Processor 	 Processors 

Figure 13 The gain of systolic computation. With the same I/O, the data is used many 
times. 

Analysis of systolic architectures for  ANN  have been studied by, among others, S.Y Kung 
and Hwang[52, 69, 70]. They have found that a ring structure or cascaded rings are suffi-
cient for  ANN.  Others have implemented this and made modifications so that training exam-
ple parallelism could be introduced[60, 97, 109]. 

8.1.2 Linear Processor Arrays 

In this group are the processor arrays with the simplest structure, the linear (one-dimension-
al) arrays. The linear structure is often combined with the ring structure and the bus structure 
(i.e. broadcast). Actually, the arrays in this group are typically not massively parallel due to 
the limitations of the communication structure. Some of the arrays can be scaled to at least a 
few thousand processors. They can however be strung together with similar arrays and form 
a multiple SIMD array which can be much larger that any single SIMD module.  

AIS  -5000 is a representative of the linear array class of SIMD computers. It has up to 1024 
bit-serial PEs and is mainly intended for image processing, typically inspection tasks. 
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8.1.3 Mesh Connected Processor Arrays 
In silicon, the planar structure of the connecting medium will tend to favour planar commu-
nication networks. Therefore, it is natural to build the communication on a mesh or a grid, 
i.e. each PE has four (or eight) neighbours. Even the computers with multi dimensional com-
munication have included mesh connections for faster local communication. Examples of 
mesh connected arrays are DAP [51], MPP [98], and  BLITZEN  [9]. 

8.1.4 Multidimensional Processor Arrays 
Multidimensional architectures like hypercubes allow a much more general communication 
pattern than any of the previous arrays. That is, no PE is further away than log2N steps, 
where  N  is the number of PEs. 

It has been found that general communication mostly is used for transfers between "parame-
ter spaces" (e.g. image -> edges -> corners). None of the efficient implementations of  ANN  
algorithms on any of the studied architectures used/needed multidimensional communica-
tion. 

Many of the more powerful parallel hypercubes are not included in this survey as many of 
the designs have not been intended to be massively parallel. There are a few exceptions and 
we would like to mention the MOSAIC project at CALTECH where they intend to build a 
MIMD hypercube with 16k processors.To our knowledge no implementation studies of  
ANN  on this machine have been done (yet). 

8.1.5 Pipelined vector processors 

These computers are often referred to as supercomputers. Maybe the best known is the 
CRAY series of computers. Pipelined vector computers achieve their speed by having spe-
cial register banks (vector registers) which support pipelining of functional units. They also 
have very short clock cycles  (typ.  4-8  ns)  and use  multiport  memory to increase the memory 
bandwidth. 

Even if pipelined vector computers now have up to 8 or 16 CPUs cooperating they could for 
our purpose not even be called moderately parallel. They are therefore not discussed any 
more, but we will later just repeat some performance figures to be able to compare them 
with more parallel architectures. 
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9.0 PARALLEL COMPUTERS DESIGNED OR USED FOR ARTIFICIAL 
NEURAL NETWORKS 

Placing some of the parallel computers used for  ANN  into the map of Figure 12 results in the 
following: 

No of PEs 

1 
	

4 	8 
	

16 	32 	
64 Precision 

Simple PE 
	

Complex PE 

Figure 14 A way of classifying architectures for  ANN.  A corresponds to Massively Par-
allel Machines with Simple PEs in section 9.1,  B to  Highly Parallel Machines with Sim-
ple PEs in section 9.2,  C  to Highly Parallel Machines with Complex PEs in section 9.3 
and  D  to Moderately Parallel Machines with Complex PEs in section 9.4 

We will now give brief descriptions of these machines and review the reported  ANN  imple-
mentations.We certainly do not cover all the massively and highly parallel machines but it 
should be a representative selection. The order of presentation is alphabetical within each 
group. 

9.1 	Massively Parallel Machines with Simple PEs 

9.1.1 AAP-2 
AAP-2[127] is a 2D mesh connected computer enhanced with bypasses and ripple through 
operations. It contains 64k bitserial PEs featuring a simple 1 bit  ALU  and a 144 bit register 
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file. There is also a 15 bit control register which can control each PE individually in a primi-
tive way. 

BP has been implemented in a node and weight parallel fashion using an interesting circular 
way to do table look-up of the sigmoid function. Using 26 bits for weights and activations 
and a 256x256x256 network 18MCUPS was achieved. When different sizes of the layers 
were used the efficiency went down. 

9.1.2 ASP 
Associative String Processor is a computer designed and built by University of Brunel and 
Aspex Ltd. in England, with Lea as the principal investigator [73]. The computer consists of 
simple PEs (lbit full adder, n+a bit comparator) which are strung together into "strings" of 
more "complex" types like 32bit integers etc. Each processor has a 96-bit data register and a 
5-bit activity register. Each string is linked by a communication network and there are data 
exchanges and buffers to support high speed data I/O. The architecture is expandible up to 
262144 processors arranged as 512 strings of 512 processors each. A 16k machine has been 
built and a 64k machine is to be completed by the summer of 1992. 

Krikelis[66] has implemented Hopfield net and BP on a simulator of the architecture. The 
Hopfield net had one neuron mapped to each PE as long as the internal memory is sufficient 
(1800 nodes). At this maximum, the real machine should be able to run at 1.6 109  CPS. 

A BP network was also implemented using node and weight parallelism simultaneously. On 
a 63x45x27 network 4323 PEs were utilized, but in some time instances there are only 46 
PEs actively taking part in the calculation. The weights were represented by 16-bit fixed 
point numbers, with 4 bits to the left of the decimal point. The input was a thresholded pic-
ture (one bit deep) and the activation in the other nodes was represented by 12 bits. The sig-
moid was approximated with a group of conditionals. The simulation indicated a 
performance of 12 MCPS on the real machine. 

9.1.3 Connection Machine (CM, CM-2) 
The Connection Machine[40, 122] manufactured by Thinking Machines Corporation is for 
the moment the most massively parallel machine built (from 8k up to 64k processing ele-
ments). In addition to its large number of processors, two of its strong points are its powerful 
hypercube connection for general communication and the multidimensional mesh connec-
tion for problems with regular array communication demands. In the CM-2 model TMC also 
added floating point support, implemented as one floating point unit per 32 PEs. This means 
2048 floating point units on a 64k machine, giving a peak performance of 20 GFlops. 

CM-2 is one of the most popular parallel computers for implementing  ANN  algorithms. 
Most of the implementations so far concern BP, but within this model different forms of par-
allelism have been utilized in different applications. 
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Rosenberg and Blelloch[103] constructed an algorithm where each neuron mapped into one 
PE and each weight (synapse) mapped onto two PEs. This unusual mapping is chosen in or-
der to use some special communication features of the connection machine. Their mapping 
could be seen as a general method of mapping directed graphs onto a computer with "copy 
scan", "send" and "plus-scan" operations. The resulting performance was 2.8 MCUPS for 
NETtalk and around 13MCUPS maximally. Forward-Backward parallelism was mentioned 
but not implemented. 

Brown[12] compared two different ways of parallelizing BP. One method used node paral-
lelism with one PE per neuron and another method was the method (node plus weight paral-
lelism) suggested by Rosenberg and Blelloch. He found that the latter had better 
performance. 

Zhang[134] combined training example and node parallelism plus good knowledge of the 
CM-2 communication and computational structure to achieve high performance on quite dif-
ferent sizes of  ANN.  On NETtalk using 64k PEs he could get around 40 MCUPS (and 175 
MCPS). 

Using Zhangs approach on a much larger problem (280.5 MegaByte of training examples) 
Diegert[19] got 9.3 MCUPS from a 16k PE machine. Using 64k PEs it is estimated to run at 
31 MCUPS. This is very good when considering that the training data is moved in and out of 
the secondary storage (DataVault[122]) all the time. 

Singer's[112, 113] implementation of BP, which is the fastest implementation on the CM-2, 
uses training example parallelism. He reports a maximum of 1300 MCPS on a 64k PE ma-
chine when using 64k training vectors. 

Deprit has compared two implementations of recurrent back-propagation (RBP)on the CM-
2[18]. First he used the same mapping as Rosenberg and Blelloch (R&B) with a minor mod-
ification to include the feedback connections. The second mapping was node parallelism 
with communication suggested by Tomboulian[124], see section 6.4. The basic findings was 
that the R&B method was clearly superior for densely connected networks like the one used 
in NETtalk. Note that the R&B implementation is still communication bound indicated by 
the fact that the simulation time almost didn't change when software floating point was used 
instead of the hardware units. 

Obermayer et al. have implemented large SOFM on the CM-2 [89]. They used node parallel-
ism and up to 16k PEs (neurons). The input vector length (input space dimension) was var-
ied and lengths of up to 900 were tested. They have also implemented the same algorithm on 
a self built computer with 60 T800 (Transputer) nodes connected to a systolic ring. Besides 
algorithmic analysis they benchmarked the two architectures. They conclude that the CM-2 
(16k PEs) with floating point support is equal to 510 Transputer nodes for the short-cut ver-
sion of SOFM. As a 16k CM-2 has 512 Weitek  FPUs  each having approximately the same 
performance as one T800 on floating point calculations it can be concluded that the short-cut 
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method is basically computation bound. In a "high-communication" variant of SOFM a 30 
node Transputer machine would run at one third of the CM-2 speed. 

Rogers[101] has used CM-2 as a workbench for exploring Kanerva's SDM model. He 
mapped SDM by using the same number of PEs as the number of location addresses. This 
means that for the first selection phase all the PEs can be active at once. But during the coun-
ter updating or counter summing phase only a small portion of the PEs are active. For large 
networks it can be as few as 0.1-1% of the total number of PEs. 

9.1.4 DAP 
The Distributed Array Processor (DAP) - produced by ICL (International Computers Limit-
ed) and  AMT  (Active Memory Technology Ltd)[51], is a series of two-dimensional (2D) 
SIMD computers with different sizes and different hosts. The sizes range from 1024 to 4096 
PEs. The processing elements are simple and bit-serial. To overcome the shortcomings of 
the ordinary 2D-array - its long distance communication performance, row and column 
"highways" have been included. In a forthcoming machine there will be some support for 
multiplication in each PE. It will then give 560 MFlops maximally for a 4k PE machine. 

Forrest et al.[29, 30] have used the ICL DAP to implement Hopfield net, BP, Elastic net (ap-
plied to travelling salesman problems) etc. They also used Transputers for similar tasks. No 
performance figures were given and it was more of a feasibility study. They described and 
used four of the various types of parallelism: node, weight, training example and training 
session. 

NMez and Fortes[88] have used the DAP to implement BP, recurrent BP and mean field the-
ory. They map one neuron onto one PE. They thought of the calculations as matrix opera-
tions and on a 4k machine with 8 bits used for weight and activation the performance was 
100-160 MCUPS. With 16 bits used instead, the figures are 25-40 MCUPS. On the lk DAP 
using 8 bits they got 50 MCUPS on NETtalk (203x64x32). 

9.1.5 MasPar (MP-1) 
MasPar MP-1[8, 15, 85] is a SIMD machine with both mesh and global interconnection 
style of communication. It has floating point support, both VAX and IEEE standards. The 
number of processing elements can vary between 1024 and 16384. Each PE has 40 32-bit 
registers, a 4-bit integer  ALU,  floating point "units" for Mantissa and Exponent, addressing 
unit for local address modifications, and a 4-bit broadcast bus. 

MI'-1 has a peak performance, for a 16k PE machine, of 1500 MFlops single-precision[85]. 
It is programmed in parallel versions of Fortran (MasPar Fortran) or  C  (MasPar  C)  or a  C-
derived language (MasPar Application Language) for more direct contact with the hard-
ware[15]. 

In [14, 35, 36] Grajski, Chin et al. have implemented BP and SOFM. Estimating the per-
formance of a 16k PE machine from the figures of a 2k,4k, and 8k machine gives approxi- 
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malely  10 MCUPS with BP on a 256x128x256 network, utilizing node and weight 
parallelism. The mapping of SOFM into MP-1 is one PE to each SOFM node. It was meas-
ured to give 27 MCUPS on a 2k machine when 10-dimensional input vectors were used. The 
performance figures increase with the dimensionality. 

9.1.6  BUTZEN  & MPP  
BLITZEN  [9] which can be seen as an extension of the MPP (Massively parallel proces-
sor)[981 has a simple bit-serial  ALU  like CM and  DAR  The only implementation of  ANN  on 
MPP (or  BLITZEN)  was done by Hastings and Waner 1987[38] and was an implementation 
of a stochastic cellular automaton. Therefore there are no performance figures, but they ran 
the network at speeds 100-1000 that of a VAX11/780. We believe that SDM and SOFM al-
gorithms would map very well onto the Bill-LEN  architecture.  

BLITZEN  has a 2D topology and allows each PE to communicate with a locally chosen 
neighbour. While MPP only has global memory addressing local addressing is provided in  
BLITZEN.  By having 128 PEs, each with 1k memory, on a chip a very compact and power-
ful computer can be built on the  BLITZEN  concept. A full sized (16k PE) machine can do 
32bit floating point multiplications at speeds greater than 450 MFlops. Some fixed point op-
erations can exceed the rate of one  Giga  operations per second. 

9.2 	Highly Parallel Machines with Simple PEs 

9.2.1  AIS-5000, Centipede  
AIS-5000[107] manufactured by Applied Intelligent Systems has up to 1024 bit-serial PEs 
arranged as a linear array. The PEs are similar to those of CM, DAP and BLITLEN. The ba-
sic problem when using  AIS  -5000 for  ANN  is the lack of support for multiplication and the 
difficulties to do the backward phase of back-propagation (BP). Both of these difficulties 
have been addressed in [119] for other linear processor arrays. In a new generation using the 
new Centipede chip[130] better support for multiply and add is incorporated and table look-
up is also possible.  

AIS-5000 is mainly intended for image processing like inspection. But in [130] Wilson has 
shown a neural network implementation of feedback type (Hopfield). Despite the difficulties 
mentioned, between 19 and 131 MCPS are achieved using node parallelism. 

9.2.2 CNAPS 
CNAPS (Connected Network of Adaptive ProcessorS) manufactured by Adaptive Solutions 
is one of the first architectures developed especially for  ANN.  It was called X1 in the first 
description by  Hammerstrom  [37]. It is a 256 PE SIMD machine with a broadcast intercon-
nection scheme. Each PE has a multiply (9x16bit) and add arithmetic unit and a logic-shifter 
unit It has 32 general (16bit) registers and a 4k13yte weight memory. There are 64PEs in one 
chip. They intend to use 1, 8 or 16 bits for weights and 8 or 16 bits for activation. 
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A performance above 1G1gaCUPS is stated for some  ANN  configurations. For NETtalk 180 
MCUPS is stated. 

9.2.3 GAPP 
The Geometric Arithmetic Parallel Processor (GAPP) is a mesh connected systolic array. On 
one chip there are 72 PEs (6x12), each with 128 bits of RAM. It runs at a clock speed of 
10MHz. It is designed for image processing and is of SIMD structure, working bit-serial. 
The processing element is very simple, basically a full adder. The chip was developed by 
Holztynski of Martin Marietta Aerospace and manufactured by NCR Corp[16]. It was the 
first commercially available systolic chip. 

Brown et al. have used GAPP to implement BP [11]. As there is no floating point support on 
GAPP they used fixed-point numbers. 10 bits are used for the activation values and 15 bits 
(4+11) for the weights. They also had to approximate the sigmoid function by a stepwise lin-
ear function. They used both weight and node parallelism. No performance figures were re-
ported. 

Barash and Eshera[5] have also used GAPP to implement feedforward networks with BP 
learning. They used a variation of the communication by circulation described in section 6.3 
and both weight and node parallelism. With a 40k GAPP and 8 bits for weight and activation 
values they estimate a performance of 300 MCUPS. The major bottleneck is reported to be 
the calculation of the sigmoid function. 

9.2.4 L-Neuro  
The Laboratoires d'Electronique Philips (LEP), Paris, have designed a VLSI chip called L-
Neuro.  It contains 16 processors working in SIMD fashion. In association with these chips 
Transputers are imagined as control and communication processors. The chip has support 
for multiplications with a multiply step. Weights are represented by 2-complement numbers 
over 8 or 16 bits, and the states of the neurons are coded over 1 to 8 bits. 

Duranton and  Sirat  [20, 21] have described implementations of both SOFM, Hopfield and 
BP networks on this architecture. 

The sigmoid function has to be computed outside the chip, but since the value of the neuron 
is often sent to other L-Neuro  chips this is not considered to be a problem. The node activa-
tion value has to go outside the chip anyway. 

9.2.5 REMAP3  
REMAP3  (Reconfigurable, Embedded, Massively Parallel Processor Project) is a coopera-
tive research project between  Luleå  University of Technology and Halmstad University Col-
lege, both in Sweden. The project is aimed at obtaining a massively parallel computer 
architecture put together by modules in a way which allows the architecture to be adjusted to 
a specific application. This suggests that a certain architecture may be "compiled", thus a 
modification of each module and adjustments of the connections between the modules are 
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enforced. The intended application area in a broad sense is embedded industrial systems. A 
multi-module system is well suited for implementing a multiple-network artificial neural 
system. 

A small prototype of a software configurable processor array module with bit-serial proces-
sors has been implemented[74] and a larger system consisting of several modules is in the 
process of being designed. Different variations can be realized by reprogramming. An archi-
tecture tuned for neural network computations, including a fast bit-serial multiplier, has 
been designed. The mapping and performance of some common  ANN  models has been re-
ported in [119] and [86, 87]. As an example, a 4k PE machine reaches 953 MCPS or 413 
MCUPS on BP when running at 10MHz and using 8-bit data. For 16-bit data, 546 MCPS or 
219 MCUPS are achieved. Ahlander[135] describes how support for floating point calcula-
tions may be embedded in the bit-serial working mode, resulting in impressive floating point 
performance when implemented with VLSI. 

9.3 	Highly Parallel Machines with Complex PEs 

9.3.1 GF11 
GF11 is an experimental SIMD computer built at IBM Research Laboratory [7]. It has 566 
PEs running at 20MHz and a peak performance of 11 GFlops (as the name tells). It is intend-
ed primarily for Quantum chromodymamics (QCD) predictions. Each PE has two floating 
point adders, two floating point multipliers and one fixed-point unit. Table lookup and selec-
tion are the only data dependent operations available. 

The memory is organized as a three staged hierarchy of progressively larger and slower 
memories. The communication is done via a three stages  Benes  network. The machine is 
programmed in conventional  C  with calls to special purpose procedures. This generates, af-
ter an optimization step, large blocks of microcode. Using a very simple controller the code 
is sent to all processors (there is also an address generator/relocater). 

Witbrock and Mgha have been able to use this computer, before it was completed, to run  
ANN  algorithms[131]. They implemented BP and benchmarked it with the NETtalk text-to-
speech benchmark. They run NETtalk at a speed of 900 MCUPS on a 356 processor compu-
ter. Because of the memory hierarchy they needed some tricks to get this high speed. 

Witbrock and Zagha discuss various ways to parallelize BP and finally choose training ex-
ample parallelism. When all the weight changes are added, logN steps are required. They 
also discuss in detail how to compute the sigmoid function and how to implement Recurrent 
BP because this model is their main interest. They conclude with: a sophisticated communi-
cation network is not necessary if processor-dependent addressing is available. 

9.3.2 Hughes systolic/cellular architecture 
The Hughes machine is a mesh connected SIMD architecture made for image formation of 
synthetic aperture radar  (SAR)  pictures. The prototype used has 256 PEs, each with seven 
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function units (two multipliers, two adders, a divider, a normalizer and a sorter) working on 
32-bit fixed-point data  24 memory registers, and a small local memory. 

On this computer Shams and Przytula have implemented BP[109]. Training example paral-
lelism was used in one "dimension" of the mesh and node parallelism with communication 
by circulation in the other dimension. Benctunarking with NETtalk resulted in a perform-
ance of 100 MCUPS, including loading and unloading operations. For recall only the result 
was 240 MCPS 

9.3.3 UCL  Neurocomputer  
Treleaven et al. have set out to construct a general purpose "neurocomputer"[125]. Each PE 
is a 16bit RISC (16 instructions) containing an on chip communication unit and on chip lo-
cal memory. For communication a ring structure and a broadcast bus are used. Each PE has a 
unique address to support a more general type of logical communication. The  ALU  can add 
and subtract in one clock cycle but it only supports multiplication with a multiply step. This 
means that the performance of each PE will be low on  ANN  problems which have many 
multiplications. 

The 5 MHz, 1.5 jam  CMOS  chip which was ready in 1990 could contain only two PEs and 
have a maximum CPS rate of 156kCPS/PE or 312 kCPS/chip. It looks like the complex con-
trol part of the chip made it difficult to include a more powerful  ALU  with a one cycle mul-
tiply-and-add. The UCL approach should be compared with the CNAPS approach where 
emphasis is put on the basic computation of  ANN  and the controller is shared between all 
the PEs (SIMD). 

9.3.4 Transputers 
The Transputer[54, 1281 is a single chip 32-bit microprocessor. It has support for concurrent 
processing in hardware which closely corresponds to the Occam[10, 53, 551 programming 
model. It contains onchip RAM and four bi-directional 20 Mbits/sec communication links. 
By wiring these links together a number of topologies can be realized. Each Transputer of 
the T800 type is capable of 1.5 MFlops (20MHz) and architectures with up to 4000 Trans-
puters are being built [128]. 

The next generation of Transputers, called T9000, will provide around 10 sustained MFlops 
and have 16k bytes of cache memory on chip. The communication has also been improved 
to support through-routing without processor involvement. This will be an even better build-
ing block for highly parallel computers for the nineties. 

Back-propagation has been implemented by Hwang et al. and Petkov using node parallelism 
and communication by circulation[52, 70,95]. Forrest et al. have implemented the Hopfield, 
BP and elasti-net models on both DAP and Transputers[29, 30]. No figures of performance 
have been given, but Transputers with their relatively low communication bandwidth (rela-
tive to their computational capabilities) are more efficiently used if small-grain partitioning 
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can be avoided. That is, node and weight parallelism should be avoided, especially if they 
are described as general graphs. 

The SOFM of Kohonen has been implemented by Hodges et al.[45] and Siemon and Ult-
sch[111]. Both just distribute the nodes over the PEs and use ring communication to distrib-
ute the input vector and to find the global minimum. As long as the neighbourhood is laiger 
than the number of PEs this mapping is quite efficient. Good performance will be achieved 
also for high input dimension. Siemon and Ultsch state a performance of 2.7 MCUPS on a 
16 Transputer machine. The network was of size 128x128 and 17 input dimensions were 
used. Hodges et al. presented an equation for the performance but no concrete implementa-
tion. 

9.4 	Moderately Parallel Machines with Complex PEs 

9.4.1 DSP based 
Because the current generation of DSPs (digital signal processors) and some of the RISC 
chips have outstanding multiply and add performance it is easy to conceive them as building 
blocks for an  ANN  computer. There are at least five suggested architectures using i860, 
TMS320C40 or TMS320C30. 

9.4.1.1 Sandy/8 
Building Sandy/8 Kato at Fujitsu [60] intends to use conventional processors or signal proc-
essors for the mathematics and simple ring structures for communication. It is projected to 
utilize 256 TMS320C30. The expected maximal performance using BP is above 500 
MCUPS. Only 118 MCUPS is expected on NETtallc (203x60x26) as the mapping only can 
utilize 60 PEs. 

9.4.1.2 RAP 
The RAP (Ring array processor) is a multi-DSP system for layered network calculations de-
veloped at the International Computer Science Institute, Berkeley, California [6, 81]. Each 
PE consists of a TMS320C30 connected to other PEs via a bus interface into a ring network. 
The 4 PE computer (one board) which has been implemented runs at maximally 13.2 
MCUPS [80, 81]. A 16 PE system is estimated to run at 46 MCUPS. 

9.4.1.3 GCN 
Hiraiwa et al.[43] at Sony corp. are building an  ANN  computer called GCN (GigaCoNec-
tion) where each PE consists of a core like i860, FTFOs and 4  Mbyte  RAM. Each PE will fit 
into a single chip (by 1992). The PEs are connected into a 2D mesh with wrap around. The 
partitioning of the  ANN  algorithm is done by having node parallelism in one direction 
(systolic ring) and training example parallelism in the other. The expected performance run-
ning 128 nodes at 50MHz will be above 1GCUPS for a 256x80x32 network using BP. They 
then distribute the training data into 32 groups. 
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9.4.1.4 TOPS!  
TOPSI  is a computer architecture built at Texas Instruments [31]. Each PE or module can be 
said to consist of a TMS320C40 and a 32-bit general processor like MC68040 together with 
support for communication. There are two complementary communication structures, one 
general reconfigurable inter-PE network and one hierarchical bus for broadcasting of infor-
mation. Only the latter is needed for the implementation of Hopfield and BP networks. A 
100 module computer will run BP at a maximum speed of approximately 150 MCUPS and a 
1000 module computer at approximately 1.4 GCUPS. 

9.4.1.5 TLA and PLANNS 
PLANNS (Planar lattice architecture for neural network simulations) is an improved version 
of the TLA(Toroidal lattice architecture) both suggested by Fujimoto and Fukoda [32, 33, 
34]. They use node and weight parallelism with grid-based communication. By first map-
ping into a virtual TLA and then split that into a physical TLA they achieve load balancing. 
The physical processor array must be able to support mesh communications. 

A 16PE Transputer array has been used as a prototype TLA resulting in 2 MCUPS on a feed-
forward network using BP. They claim an almost linear speed-up with the number of PEs us-
ing their load balancing. By using a more powerful PE like i860 they are planning a 10 
GCUPS machine with some 30000 processors. 

9.4.2 SMART 

Lawson et al. [72] have suggested a barely parallel architecture called SMART (Sparse ma-
trix adaptive recursive transform). The interesting thing with their approach is that they ad-
dress the problem with sparse connections. 

Each PE (called slice) can reach up to 20 MFlops on computing with sparse matrices. Com-
munication between PEs is supported by a broadcast bus and links to two of each PE:s 
neighbours. An eight PE machine provides 150 MFlops. A fully connected recursive net-
work with 800 neurons can be relaxed at speeds of 19.2 MCUPS. With 5000 neurons, each 
connected to a hundred others, they got 20 MCUPS. The 16 PE computer can support up to 
one million connections; from 1000 fully interconnected nodes up to 10000 sparsely inter-
connected ones. 

9.4.3 Warp 

Warp is a one-dimensional array of 10 or more powerful processing elements (PEs) devel-
oped at Carnegie Mellon in 1984-87[68]. Each cell/PE has a microprogrammable controller, 
a 5 MFlops floating-point multiplier, a 5 MFlops floating-point adder and a local memory. 
Communication between adjacent cells can be conducted in parallel over two independent 
channels: a left-to-right  X  channel and bidirectional  Y  channel. 

Back-propagation was implemented by Pomerleau et al. in [97] trying both node and train-
ing example parallelism. They found that with training example parallelism they could  sim- 
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ulate much larger networks and at higher speed. On NETtalk the 10 PE Warp reached 17 
MCUPS. 

An implementation of Kohonen SOFM has been described by Mann and Haykin[77]. Using 
training example parallelism between 6 and 12 MCUPS were achieved. They had some mi-
nor problem with the topology ordering process when using training example parallelism. 
They suggested that either the network starts at some order instead of at random state, or that 
the network is trained sequentially for the first 100-1000 steps, after which the training ex-
ample parallelism is "turned on". 

9.5 Other High Performance Architectures 

9.5.1 Vector (super) computers 
For the sake of comparison with well-known powerful computers of a more conventional 
kind, some figures from implementations on a couple of so called supercomputers are given. 

9.5.1.1 CRAY  X-MP 
The performance on a Cray  X-MP was given in the DARPA neural networks study [17] to 
be 50 MCPS. It could be compared to the theoretical maximal performance of 210 MFlops 
[44]. Even if the 50 MCPS often is cited it is hard to draw any conclusions from them, as the 
network size, the training algorithm, and even whether or not training is included, is un-
known. 

9.5.1.2 NEC SX-2 and SX-X 
NEC's SX-2 is a conventional supercomputer with four general vector pipelines giving a 
peak performance of 1.3 GFlops[44]. On  ANN  its performance is 72MCUPS on NETtalk 
and its maximal performance on BP is 180 MCUPS [4] via[60]. 

9.5.2 VLSI implementations 
Even if the intention of this paper primarily is to review more complete computers, there are 
a few border cases like L-Neuro,  UCL  neurocomputer  and CNAPS. There are many other 
interesting suggestions and realizations of chips for  ANN.  More material and surveys can for 
instance be found in [17, 46, 82, 1231 and in the special issue on neural networks by IEEE 
Transaction on Circuits and Systems (36)5 1989. Only to review the digital ones would lead 
to another paper of this size. Here we just mention a few of the digital realizations: 

9.5.2.1  Faure 
Faure  and Mazare[25, 26] have suggested an asynchronous cellular architecture which con-
sists of a 2D mesh of size 65x65 for  ANN.  Each PE has a routing and a processing part run-
ning at 20 MHz. The routing is intended to control up to four message transfers in parallel. 
Using 16 bits for weights and an array configurated for NETtalk they claim 51.4 MCUPS. 
They basically used node parallelism but each node is distributed over two PEs. 
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9.5.2.2 Hitachi 

Yasunaga et al. at Hitachi have developed a wafer scale integration (WSI) neural network 
[79, 132, 133]. On one 5-inch silicon wafer they can have 540 neurons, each having up to 64 
weights (the 64 largest values are chosen). The measured time step is 464ns. The perform-
ance of a wafer is then 138 MCPS. They intend to build a system out of 8 wafers and could 
then theoretically achieve 1100 MCPS. The neurons communicate through a time shared 
digital bus. Each node has an 8 by 9 bit multiplier and a 16 bit accumulator. There is no on 
chip learning, and node parallelism is used, i.e. there is one multiplier per node. 

9.5.2.3 SIEMENS 

Ramacher and Wesseling have suggested and built parts of their 2D array composed of 
systolic neural signal processor modules[99, 100]. The basic components of their chip are 16 
bit multipliers together with adders. In a way it is very similar to CNAPS but Ramacher and 
Wesseling have not used broadcast. 
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10.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

10.1  ANN  and Parallel Computers 
Practically every powerful, parallel computer will do well on  ANN  computations that use 
training example parallelism. It is the kind of computation that even brings the performance 
close to the peak performance. This is of course interesting for people who do research on 
training algorithms or do application development where the training of the system can be 
done in batch. However, for training in real-time, this form of parallelism cannot be applied; 
the user is obliged to use node or weight parallelism instead. This puts other demands on the 
architecture, resulting in lower performance figures. 

A major conclusion from this survey is that the majority of  ANN  computations following the 
most popular models of today fit rather well into existing architectures. However, some of 
the models, for example SDM requires a highly or massively parallel computer capable of 
performing tailored, but simple, operations in parallel, and maintaining a very large amount 
of storage. 

Another major conclusion is that the regularity of  ANN  computations suits SIMD architec-
tures perfectly; in none of the implementations studied a real  MIMI)  division of the compu-
tational task has been required. 

10.2 Communication 
Broadcast and ring communication can be very efficiently utilized in  ANN  computations. In 
highly parallel machines, broadcast or ring communication alone has proved to be sufficient. 
For massively parallel machines it is hard to use only broadcast without using training ex-
ample parallelism. This is due to the fact that the number of nodes in each layer, or the 
number of inputs to each node, seldom is as large as the number of PEs in the machine. On 
two-dimensional mesh machines, broadcast in one direction at a time may be used and node 
and weight parallelism be combined. Thus, broadcast is an extremely useful communication 
facility also in these machines. The "highways" of the DAP architecture serve this purpose. 

10.3 Bit-Serial Processing 
Bit-serial processor arrays are very promising host machines for  ANN  computations. Linear 
arrays, or arrays with broadcast, are suitable for utilizing node parallelism. In mesh-connect-
ed arrays, node and weight parallelism may be used simultaneously, if desired. Multiplica-
tion is the single most important operation in  ANN  computations. Therefore, there is much 
to gain in the bit-serial architectures if support for fast multiplication is added, as shown in 
Centipede and the REMAP3  project. 

As an illustration of this, we can compare the performance figures for the implementations 
of BP on AAP-2 and REMAP3, respectively. On the 64k PE AAP-2 machine, which lacks 
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support for multiplication, 18 MCUPS using 26 bits data are reported on a network that suits 
the machine perfectly. The same performance can be achieved on a 512 PE linear array 
REMAP3  implementation, in which bit-serial multipliers are used. AAP-2 also lacks a fast 
broadcasting facility, but this is of minor importance compared to the slow multiplication 
operations. 

10.4 Designing a General  ANN  Computer 
A fruitful approach when designing a massively or highly parallel computer for general  
ANN  computations is to start with a careful analysis of the demands that are put by the low 
level arithmetic operations and design processing elements which meet these requirements. 
Then an architecture is chosen that makes it possible to map the computations on the compu-
tational structure in a way that makes processing and communication balanced. 

It seems that broadcast communication often is a key to success in this respect, since it is a 
way to time-share communication paths efficiently. The approach has been used both in the 
CNAPS and REMAP3  design processes, both resulting in "only" highly (not massively) par-
allel modules with broadcast, the former with bit-parallel processors, the latter with bit-seri-
al ones. Neither design utilizes all the available parallelism, instead they leave weight 
parallelism to be serialized on the same processor. Both reach near peak performance on a 
variety of algorithms. 

10.5 Implementing Artificial Neural Systems 

The real challenge for computer architects in connection with the neural network area in the 
future lies in the implementation of Artificial Neural Systems  (ANS),  i.e. systems composed 
of a large number of cooperating modules of neural networks. Each of the modules should 
be allowed to implement a different network structure, and the modules must be able to in-
teract in different ways and at high speed. This implies that heterogeneous systems com-
posed of homogeneous processing arrays must be developed, and that special attention must 
be paid to the problem of interaction between modules and between peripheral modules and 
the environment. The role of  MIMI)  architectures in neural processing probably lies in this 
area, actually meaning that MIMSIMD (Multiple Instruction streams for Multiple SIMD ar-
rays) architectures will be seen. 

These new computer architectures are sometimes referred to as "sixth generation comput-
ers", or "action oriented systems" [2, 3], since they are capable of interacting with the envi-
ronment using visual, auditory or tactile sensors, and advanced motor units. 

So far these matters have not been addressed by very many computer architects (nor by arti-
ficial neural network researchers). We believe that flexible, massively (or maybe only high-
ly) parallel modules are important tools in experimental work aiming at building such 
systems for qualified real-time pattern recognition tasks. 
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Sparse Distributed Memory 

Simulation on REMAP3  

Tomas  Nordström  

ABSTRACT 

Sparse distributed memory (SDM) has been used to solve 
problems in areas such as speech recognition, pattern match-
ing and temporal encoding. It has been found to be suitable 
for implementation on parallel computers. SDM can be de-
scribed in terms of an artificial neural network model as well 
as a very large computer memory. 

The computer model we map SDM onto is among the simplest 
of them all: a bit-serial linear array with SIMD control. As an 
example of that architecture REMAP' is used. 

The implementation of a normal problem using 256 REMAP3  
processing elements is found to run 10 times faster than the 
normal Connection Machine simulation, where 8k processing 
elements are used. This is due to an efficient mapping of the 
SDM model onto our computer, and the possibility to config-
ure the architecture especially for the type of cakulations 
needed for SDM. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In problem areas like vision, optimization and speech processing humans often perform 
well. Still, these problems have been very hard for ordinary computers. Inspired by the mas-
sively parallel and highly interconnected structure of the brain, artificial neural networks  
(ANN)  have been suggested to solve these problems. 

Sparse distributed memory (SDM) developed by Kanerva[9] is one of these  ANN  models. It 
has some interesting properties, for example, that it is massively parallel and that all compu-
tations are carried out on local data. Prager, Fallside and Clarke have used a modified ver-
sion of SDM for real-time speech recognition[2, 16, 17]. SDM has also been used in pattern 
matching and temporal sequence encoding[8, 9, 11]. It can also be used as an associative 
memory[10, 25]. ICanerva[9, 10] has argued that SDM is a biologically plausible model. 
Rogers[18] stresses that sparse distributed memory is an ideal artificial neural network for 
massively parallel computer implementation. 

In this paper we try to identify architectural properties which are important for the simula-
tion of SDM. We also estimate the performance on a bit-serial linear processor array called 
REMAP3. Further, we review other SDM implementations on special hardware, on the Con-
nection Machine and on Transputers. Finally, we draw some conclusions about the suitabili-
ty of REMAP3  for the simulation of SDM. 
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2.0 THE REMAP3  COMPUTER 

REMAP3  stands for Reconfigurable, Embedded, Massively Parallel Processor Projectl  and 
is a joint project between  Luleå  University of Technology and Halmstad University College. 

The aim of this research project in a long term perspective is to obtain a massively parallel 
computer architecture put together by modules in a way which allows the architecture to be 
adjusted to a specific application. This suggests that a certain architecture may be "com-
piled", thus a modification of each module and adjustments of the connections between the 
modules are enforced. 

Within the current project, a small prototype of a software configurable processor array 
module has been implemented at  Luleå  University of Technology. Different variations can 
be realized by reprogramming. An architecture tuned for neural network computations, in-
cluding a fast bit-serial multiplier, has been designed[23]. Between 8 and 16 processing ele-
ments (PEs) can be configured in one logic chip Xilinx 3090. The PEs typically have four 
one-bit registers for ordinary bit-serial computations and are not very different from the PEs 
of array computers like DAP,  Blitzen  or Connection Machine. 

In this paper two models of the REMAP3  processors are studied. One more general that can 
be effectively used on many  ANN  problems as each PE includes a bit-serial multiplier. How-
ever, for SDM no such multiplier is needed and for the second model, the multiplier is re-
placed by a counter preceded with an exclusive or gate. This speeds up the selection phase 
by two to three times. 

1. Part of the STU (National Swedish Board for Technical Development) project "Massively parallel 
computing modules for neural network simulations, image processing, and integrated systems" 
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3.0 SPARSE DISTRIBUTED MEMORY MODEL 

Sparse Distributed Memory(SDM) developed by Kanerva[9] can be described in two ways: 
as a computer memory or as a two layer feedforward network. By viewing SDM as a com-
puter memory it can be compared to the random access memory (RAM) of conventional 
computers. Both SDM and RAM store data at an address accessed by a "reference address". 
The difference to conventional RAM is that instead of having 32-bit addresses, SDM may 
have 1000-bit addresses. As it is impossible to have a physical memory with 21" address-
es, only a small part of it can be populated, i.e. it will be sparsely populated. Reference ad-
dresses with no physical addresses available must somehow be associated with one or many 
other (physical) addresses. Different solutions exist for different types of associative memo-
ries. SDM is a distributed memory model (as the name indicates), and each reference ad-
dress is associated with many physical addresses. To be able to store more than a single data 
item in one location address the data is stored in counters instead of one bit cells as in RAM, 
see Figure 1. 

In the basic form the physical location addresses are evenly distributed as random points in 
the global address space. If the reference addresses are not evenly distributed i.e. the input is 
correlated, the location addresses should be distributed according to the probability distribu-
tion of the reference address[3, 13]. This can be achieved in many ways. Danforth[3] used a 
collection of selected templates, Rogers used genetic algorithms in [20] and lately  Saarinen  
et al. [22] described a method to use a version of Kohonen's self-organizing feature maps to 
let the physical addresses first "self-organize" into the probability distribution, and after that 
use it in the usual way. Another way to deal with correlated data, suggested by ICanerva[12], 
is to weight each bit separately in the input address to improve the separability of patterns. In 
this report only the original algorithm will be described, but most of the variants can be im-
plemented equally efficient on the suggested hardware. 

Instead of looking for an exact match for the address, SDM will look for location addresses 
that are close to the reference address. By close we mean the shortest Hamming distance (i.e. 
the minimum number of bits that differ). Usually more than one location is considered as 
close and therefore selected i.e. the memory is distributed. When reading from the memory 
all the selected counters are summed and thresholded (1,4 corresponds to 0, DO to 1). 
Storing is done by incrementing or decrementing the selected counters (0 corresponds to a 
decrement and 1 to increment). The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
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Figure 1 The organization of a Sparse Distributed Memory as an array of addressable 
locations. Note that the address as well as the data can be of lengths of hundreds of 
bits, still there are only a small number (like thousands) of memory locations. 

Algorithm 1 The SDM algorithm 

Training the network (i.e. Writing to the memory): 

1. The address register is compared to the location addresses and the distances are 
calculated 

2. The distances are compared to a threshold and those below the threshold are se-
lected. 

3. In the selected rows, 

where the  data-in  register is 1 the counter is incremented, 

where the  data-in  register is 0 the counter is decremented. 

Recall from the network (i.e. Reading from the memory): 

1. The address register is compared to the location addresses and the distances are 
calculated 

2. The distances are compared to a threshold and those below the threshold are se-
lected. 

3. The selected rows are added columnwise. 

Where the sum is greater than zero the data-out register is set to one, 

else it is set to zero. 
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The choice of radius (or threshold), r, and the address length in bits, a, will together with 
the number of location addresses,  N,  determine the performance of the memory[9]. Given r 
= 111, a = 256,  N=  8192 the mean number of active positions will be A = 138, and if we in-
stead have r = 451, a = 1000,  N  = 22°  it leads to A = 1000. 
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4.0 MAPPING SDM ONTO AN ARCHITECTURE 

Algorithm 1 can be mapped onto a computer architecture in many ways. There are two ma-
jor ways to map SDM onto an array of PEs: rowwise and columnwise. It will later be found 
that, for some architectures, a mixture of the two is the best method of mapping. 

4.1 The Rowwise Mapping 

The rowwise mapping, in which each PE takes care of one physical location address and its 
data, is maybe the most natural one. It is illustrated in Figure 2. 

IlMNIMIEF  

    

.1•Mm.  

 

       

PE array 

       

        

  

Sel 

     

        

Figure 2 A stylized illustration of the rowwise mapping, compare to Figure 1. 

Using the classification, introduced by  Nordström  and Svensson in[15], for implementation 
of artificial neural network  (ANN)  models, this mapping would be called node parallelism. 
Another type of parallelism called weight parallelism would correspond to having one PE 
for each address and data bit/counter. The large number of PEs and the massive communica-
tion needed makes weight parallelism unrealistic for large SDM models. (E.g. a 1000-bit ad-
dress and a 1000-bit data input field, with 106  location addresses, would need 2 109  PEs and 
a communication fan-in and fan-out of 106.) 

The rowwise mapping is very efficient for the selection phase, that is, the first two steps in 
Algorithm 1. In this phase all the calculations needed can be done locally in each PE. If the 
number of PEs is the same as the number of location addresses the PE utilization can be 
100%. 

In the store/retrieve phase only a small portion of the processor array is actively taking part 
in the computation, because a relatively small number of PEs are selected in the selection 
phase (can be as low as 0.1-1%). This inefficiency could be removed if the counter array is 
transposed as in the next two mappings described. 

During retrieve a summation of active PEs should be carried out across PEs (sum-reduction) 
and communication support for this type of operation must be available, e.g. using an adder-
tree. 
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4.2 The Colummise Mapping 
By "transposing" the address and counter array we get a columnwise mapping, see Figure 3. 

..-----------_—_ 	Sel 

I PE array 

Figure 3 A stylized illustration of the columnwise mapping 

Using columnwise mapping for the selection phase the counting of bits (Hamming distance 
calculation) must be carried out across PEs. This could be done by an adder-tree[4] but even 
then the rowwise mapping is found to be more efficient for this phase. 

The store/retrieve phase, which needed sum-reduction across PEs in the rowwise mapping 
can now be carried out locally, and no special communication support is needed. The PEs 
will also be utilized more efficiently. For each active position we can now update/use all 
PEs, typically we have 256 data bits and only 138 active positions. The net result for the 
store/retrieve phase is that with fewer PEs we now do more work! 

When storing, support for doing subtraction and addition simultaneously would reduce the 
update time by half. This can easily be achieved in both bit-serial and bit-parallel architec-
tures. 

It should be noted that this mapping depends on the fact that the number of address and data 
register bits is often large. If this is not the case, like in the extreme case where only one bit 
is used for data, the rowwise mapping is better. 

4.3 The Mixed Model 
By "transposing" only the counter array we get a mixed row- and columnwise model as in 
Figure 4. The mixed model combines the best parts of the two major mappings: rowwise 
mapping for the selection phase and columnwise for the store/retrieve phase. 
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I
PE array 

Sel 

Figure 4 The "mixed" method of mapping the SDM algorithm into a linear array. 

It will be natural to have as many PEs as there are data input bits. Typically this is between 
256 and 1024 bits when using SDM as an associative memory. Thus a linear processor array 
of size 256 to 1024 PEs would be sufficient. 

Unfortunately we introduce some new problems that have to be solved as well. 

The selection phase now has fewer PEs to utilize. 

We need to be able to move the active positions from row to columnwise representa-
tion. 

4.3.1 The Selection Phase Using a Mixed Model 

Returning attention to the selection phase, knowing that the number of PEs for the store/re- 
trieve phase is much lower than for the selection phase, we can solve the imbalance by: 

• Having special PEs for the selection phase, or 

• Using virtual PEs (thus multiplexing PEs), or 

• Increasing the number of PEs until a suitable trade-off is achieved. 

Farh method is discussed below. 

4.3.1.1 Special PE chips. 

To get maximal performance on the selection phase a special purpose PE array could be con-
structed in VLSI. It should be possible, using between 500 and 1000 bit for location address-
es, to put 500 PEs into one chip. The array would be specialized to perform Hamming 
distance calculations bit-serially. If the initial loading of location addresses is done serially 
there would be no need for each PE to have its own connection to the outside of the chip. Af-
ter the Hamming distance calculation and the comparison to a radius is made an internal ac-
tivation flag could be set. Ways to move this information to the controller are described in 
section 4.3.2. 

Vanhela and Kaski[25] noted that, by using a pseudo random sequence to generate the loca-
tion address each time it is used, much of the memory needed for the selection phase could 
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be removed. As the location address array only takes about 1/9 of the total memory this is 
not the important place to save memory. Anyway it could be a suitable method for high den-
sity VLSI implementations, and should make it possible to have over thousand Hamming 
distance calculators in one chip. 

Using special PE chips for the selection phase makes the total system heterogeneous. If we 
want a more homogenous computer array, virtual PEs or the addition of new arrays can be 
used instead. 

4.3.1.2 Virtual PEs 

By simply partitioning the location addresses into chunks of the array size we can achieve 
reasonable performance on not too large problems. 

On a large problem, like one with 103  input data bits and 106  location addresses, the selec-
tion phase will dominate the calculation time completely. Even if the PEs are fully utilized 
there are a lot of unused parallelism in the selection phase, and it becomes interesting to bal-
ance the phases. 

4.3.1.3 Increasing the Number of PEs 

Just adding more PEs for use in the selection phase would not gain anything for the store/re-
trieve phase, and utilization would go down. We could instead add a new array and have the 
SDM computation partitioned according to Figure 5. This partitioning can be done repeated-
ly until the mean number of active location addresses gets too low (and the utilization rapid-
ly goes down). The performance will increase with the number of modules added. The 
optimum number of PEs will depend on the performance needed for the problems being 
solved. The price one has to pay is to add a new controller for each new array. Each array 
should have as many PEs as there are bits in the  data-in  field. 

This way of increasing the number of PEs leads to an architecture comprising multiple  
SIM!)  (single instruction stream multiple data stream) modules with the same or similar 
code controlling each array. This model is sometimes called an SCMSIMD (same code on 
multiple SIMD) computer. The difference between the arrays is that different arrays will 
have different active location addresses and therefore different addresses for the counters. 
The number of active locations will also differ. 
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Figure 5 How to partition the mixed mapping into twice the number of PEs 

4.3.2 Moving Data From Row to Column Representation 
After the selection phase, using rowwise mapping, we have a bit in each location address in-
dicating if the corresponding data counter is to be active (selected) in the store/retrieve 
phase. The controller could find out which counters are selected in at least three ways: 

1. One bit at a time could be shifted out of the array (using nearest neighbour com-
munication). This will be done in the same number of clock cycles as there are lo-
cation addresses. 

2. If there exists a serial to parallel output like a corner-turner it could be used to re-
duce the time by a factor of 8 (for an 8 bit corner-turner). This is only useful if 
each PE is used for many location addresses, i.e. virtual PEs. 

3. The last and quickest method is to use a select first network[4] to find the active 
ones and for each one send out its processor number to the control unit. This can 
be done in one or two cycles for each active location, plus the time to send the PE 
identification number. 

Note that the order of the counters does not need to be the same as the order of the bits in the 
selection vector. The only requirement is that the same order is used from time to time and is 
the same for both store and retrieve. 
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5.0 THE MIXED MAPPING DONE BIT-SERIALLY 

Many of the massively parallel processors like Blitzen[1], REMAP3, and Connection Ma-
chine[6, 24] are bit-serial. That imposes some restrictions on what data types and calcula-
tions are suitable for them. By analysing each step of the SDM algorithm we can determine 
the suitability of bit-serial arithmetic for this problem. 

5.0.1 Hamming Distance Calculation. 

The difference between the reference and the location addresses is obtained by an exclusive 
or operation on each bit position. The distance is the number of ones in the difference. The 
sum can be calculated in a (number of bits in the address) steps if there is support for a 
counter in the architecture. If there is no counter the summation of bits can utilize the "recur-
sive" structure of the many short sums in the beginning and few long sums in the end. The 
sum can be calculated in <1300 steps for 256 bits and <5100 steps for 1024 bits using a bit-
serial adder. 

These types of calculations are very well suited for bit-serial computers compared to bit-par-
allel computers. Using a conventional microprocessor like MC68030 the Hamming distance 
of 256 addresses with 256 bits each could be computed in about 84000 clock cycles, using a 
table lookup for the bit counting. This should be compared to the number of steps above. 

5.0.2 Compare to Threshold 

In the store/retrieve phase of the algorithm the counters are compared with a threshold (the 
radius). This can be carried out bit-serially in 2b steps, where  b  is the length of the bit-coun-
ter (typically 16-20 steps). 

5.0.3 Moving the Selection Vector to the Controller 

All methods described in section 4.3.2 could be used in a bit-serial architecture. Each meth-
od needs some "special" communication: nearest neighbour, corner-turner, or select/first. In 
almost all bit-serial architectures at least one is present. 

5.0.4 Add/Sub one to Selected Counters. Or Sum All Selected Counters 

During the store phase the  data-in  register can be sent in parallel into the array. If no parallel 
I/O channels are available the  data-in  register can be shifted in bit by bit or using a corner-
turner. After that data move each processor will have one bit each of the  data-in  register. 
These data bits control the PE operation: add one or subtract one. By having an extra register 
bit this can easily and efficiently be accomplished, as in Blitzen[1], and one field of counters 
in the memory can be updated in just 20 clock cycles (where a is the counter length). 

During the retrieve phase there is no need to input the data register. Instead the values of the 
active counters should be added together. For each counter the number of cycles is a+2s 
where a is the length of the counter and s is the length of the sum. The sum will have a bits 
at the start and have a +log2A bits at the end, where A is the number of active location ad- 
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dresses. If a = 8 and A = 138 we get s = 8 at the start and s = 16 at the end, and maximally 8 
+ 2(16) = 40 cycles per counter are needed. This gives a total maximum below 5500 (=138 * 
40). 
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6.0 TIMING OF SDM USING REMAP3  

Using the figures in section 5.0 we now estimate the performance for two different configu-
rations (with or without counters) of REMAP3. The timing is summarised in Figure 6. The 
timing is calculated for two different versions of the SDM model, one small (a=256, 
8=256, N=8192, r=111 => A=138) and one large(a=1024, 8=1024, N=220, r=451 => 
A=1000). Figure 6 also gives the number of cycles for each operation in the three parts: se-
lection, store, and retrieve, together with their subtotal. 

To be able to compare this timing with other implementations the number of updates per sec-
ond is given for each of the variations (configuration and model size). 

For models which are fairly dense, i.e. not very sparse (like the model above with a 256 bit 
address, 8192 location addresses and a radius of 111), the time for shifting out the selected 
flag could be shortened by using a corner-turner instead of select-first. 

For very large SDM models (a=1024, 8=1024, N=220) the selection phase is totally domi-
nating and adding new PE arrays as suggested in section 4.3.1.3 would have a large impact 
on the computation time. For the first hundred arrays an almost linear speed-up could be ex-
pected. As an example, using 16 SCMSIMD arrays the performance on the above example 
would be well above 100 cycles per second (using Hamming distance counters). 
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MODEL PARAMETERS 

Address and data bits a = 8 = 256 a = 8 = 1024 
Location addresses N=213 =8192 N =22°  
Radius r =111 r = 451 
Mean active positions A =138 A= 1000 

TIMING ESTIMATES 

With counter 

256 

256+8 

16 

536 x.32 

17152 

Without counter 

256x2 

1292 

16 

1820 

58240 

With counter 

1024 

1024 

10+20 

2078  x1024 
2127872 

Without counter 

1024x2 

5052 

20 

7120 

7290880 

256 256 256 256 

138x (2+13) 138x (2+13) 1000x (2+13) 1000x (2+13) 

138x16 138x16 1000x24 1000x24 

4278 4278 39256 39256 

138x(2+13) 138x(2+13) 1000x (2+13) 1000x (2+13) 

<5500 <5500 <56000 <56000 

<7500 <7500 <71000 <71000 

Selection 

Xor 

Add bits 

Compare 

Part Sum 

Total phase 1 

Store 
Shift in datareg 

Shift out selected 

Update counters 

Total phase 2 

Retrieve 

Shift out selected 

Sum counters 

Total phase 2 

Store 
Total cycles 21430 62518 2167128 7330136 

Updates I sec 933 320 9.2 2.7 
20 MHz 

Retrieve 
Total cycles <24600 <65700 <2198000 <7361000 

Updates/sec 810 300 9.1 2.7 
20 MHz 

Figure 6 Showing the time (in clock cycles) used for different configurations and diffe -  
ent  sizes of the computer and the problem. For the selection phase virtual PEs have 
been used. 
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7.0 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 

The storage requirements will depend on the number of address bits, a, data bits, 8, location 
addresses (physical addresses),  N,  and the size of the counters, a. The total memory require-
ments (in bits), M, can then be expressed as: M = aN+ a8N. Having  n  PEs we need 
m = Min bits of memory per PE. The figure below shows some typical memory require-
ments. 

a 8 a  N  M PI in 

256 256 8 8192 2.3  MByte  256 72 kbit 
256 256 8 8192 2.3  MByte  4x256 18 kbit 
256 256 8 8192 2.3  MByte  8192 3 kbit 
256 256 32 8192 8.5  MByte  8192 9 kbit 

1024 1024 16 1M 2.2 GByte 1024 17 Mbit 
1024 1024 16 1M 2.2 GByte 16x1024 1.1 Mbit 
1024 1024 32  IM  4.3 GByte 1024 33 Mbit 
1024 1024 32  IM  4.3 GByte 16x1024 2.1 Mbit 
1024 1024 32 1M 4.3 GByte 10242  33 kbit 

Figure 7 The memory requirements totally (AM and for each PE (m), for typical SDM 
and computer sizes  (n).  Temporary storage is not included. 

For very small SDM models (a=256, 8=256, N=8192) both total and per PE memory re-
quirements are of no problem, but for the large model (a=1024, 8=1024, N=22°) there are 
few computers with the required amount of memory. If the number of PEs is small, an ex-
tremely large amount of memory is needed in each PE. If we instead have many modules 
each bit-serial PE can have a normal amount of memory for typical applications (e.g. 1-4 
Mbits). It is worth noting that the use of modules also increasPs the general performance of 
the architecture. 
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8.0 OTHER IMPLEMENTATIONS 

Other architectures and their suitability for SDM calculations are: 

8.1 Connection Machine (CM, CM-2) 
The Connection Machine[7, 24], manufactured by Thinking Machines Corporation, is for 
the moment the most massively parallel machine built (8k up to 64k processing elements). 
Its strong side is the powerful hypercube connection and the sheer number of processors. 
Besides the hypercube there is a mesh connection network. For the second generation (CM-
2) floating point support was added, arranged as one FP unit per 32 PEs. This means 2048 
FP units on a 64k machine, giving a total of 20  Gigaflops.  

Rogers[19] has used CM-2 as a workbench for exploring ICanerva's SDM model. For the se-
lection phase he used rowwise mapping. But for the storeketrieve phase he used weight par-
allelism (as many PEs as there are counters). As the physical number of PEs was in the same 
order as one column of counters he implicitly used node parallelism and rowwise mapping, 
letting the CM-2 sequencer take care of the looping over each column. Implementing this in 
*Lisp gave a performance of only ..3 iterations per second (a=256, 8=256, N=8192). Using 
a pure rowwise mapping in  C*  the present author has been able to achieve between 30 and 
70 iterations per second. The difference is probably due to some unneces.sary but expensive 
communication needed going from 1D to 2D representation. 

It should be noted that floating point values should be used for the counters using the row-
wise mapping of SDM onto a CM-2. This seems inefficient at first but for the retrieve phase 
when a summation across the PEs (sum-reduction) is carried out, the performance using a 
float is eight times better than when using integers. It seems that the way the routers can uti-
lize the floating point chips doing sum-reduction will make it more efficient to use floating 
point counters instead of integer counters! 

For the CM-2 the mixed mapping is hard to use as the conditional processing must be done 
in the host (as one can not program the sequencer to do that), and the communication be-
tween the processor array and the host is not very efficient. Neither is there any support to do 
addition and subtraction at the same time in different PEs. 

8.2 Transputers 

Vanhala and Kaski[25] have implemented SDM on a 10 node Transputer system. They 
found the communication structure of SDM very simple and were expecting an almost linear 
speed-up (with respect to the number of processors used). But as their computer had a very 
unbalanced computation vs. communication bandwidth, they got lower speed-up than ex-
pected when increasing the number of Transputers. Only when partitioning into very large 
chunks they could get reasonable speed-up. Using the partitioning scheme suggested in sec-
tion 4.3.1.3 the imbalance would probably have had less influence. 
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8.3 Hardware Implementations 

8.3.1 Stanford 
Flynn et al. have, in a collaboration between RIACS and Stanford University, designed a 
prototype for SDM[5]. They chose to use columnwise mapping and pipelining between the 
two phases (select and store/retrieve). An ordinary MC68030 computer is used for the con-
trol module that implements a SCSI interface for the prototype. No identifiable processors 
are used in the module for the select phase, instead an adder-tree together with a comparator 
performs all the needed computation. It is realized using PLAs and EPROMs. The up/down 
counters are contained in a separate module operated by another MC68030. The design can 
use up to 256-bit addresses and 8k to 128k location addresses. Using 8k memory locations it 
can run approximately 50 cycles per second. 

8.3.2 Tampere  
Saarinen  et al.[21] have suggested a hardware implementation of SDM using the work of 
Flynn et aL[5] as a starting point. Like Flynn et al. they have chosen columnwise mapping. 
The address unit is very similar to that of the Stanford prototype, but newer technology like 
FPGA is used to realize the adder-tree and the other logic needed for the search phase. An 
analog address comparator based on summation of currents is also suggested. The counters 
used in the second phase are operated by FPGAs and are based on banks of dynamic RAMs. 
The counters are accessed 8 or 4 in parallel. To be able to experiment with modification of 
the algorithm, the up/down counters are replaced with adder/subtractors of 8-bit values. The 
performance is not stated exactly, but it should run faster than the Stanford prototype. 

8.3.3 AT&T 
Mackie and  Denker  discuss a special purpose chip in [14] which could be used as distance 
calculator for the selection phase. (Similar to the suggested architecture in section 4.3.1.1.) 
This is not a full SDM computer but it could be very useful as a building block for one. They 
store the "location addresses" in a shift register and compare it bit-serially to an input string. 
By using shift register (instead of local memory) it was possible to internally operate the 
chip above 100MHz. A 16-bit wide communication channel ensures a much lower off chip 
communication rate. The number of PEs on a 0.911m  CMOS  chip is 50, each storing 128 
bits. A "best match list" generator is included, so after 2.5 is a list of the 5 best matching 
units (out of 50) is produced. This output can be pipefined to other chips and a large number 
of chips can be strung together. 
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The main idea of the SDM implementation suggested in this report is to use a mapping onto 
a linear array which can utilize as many PEs as possible in each step. This can be achieved 
by using rowwise mapping for the selection phase and columnwise mapping for the store/re-
trieve phase. Each processing element can be very simple and bit-serial architectures are es-
pecially suitable for the otherwise time consuming selection phase. By the addition of a 
counter to each PE, the selection time can be reduced by a factor of three to four. 

liming calculations using a PE with counters indicate that it is possible to run SDM at 
speeds 10-30 times that of an 8k CM-2. This is accomplished with only 256 REMAP3  PEs. 
If we normalize with respect to the clock frequency and number of PEs, the measure of 
speed would be 150 times that of CM-2 per PE. The relatively poor performance on CM-2 is 
found to depend on at least three factors: underutilization of PEs during the select/retrieve 
phase; the natural rowwise mapping demands time consuming sum-reduction across PEs; 
the "optimal" mixed mapping is hard to implement efficiently with the current sequencer. 

In our study, the SCMSIMD concept is found to be a better way to increase the degree of 
parallelism then just adding PEs to an ordinary SIMD array. 

Communication is simple in SDM as in many other artificial neural network algorithms[15, 
23]. The form of communication needed is found in many other, conventional algorithms 
(broadcast, nearest neighbour, select/first) and may be included at small cost in logic and 
wire. 

Also when comparing our REMAP3  computer to direct hardware implementations of SDM, 
like the one described in Flynn et. al.[5], our approach seems very promising. We intend to 
finish a small (128 PEs) version of the REMAP3  computer during 1991 and one of the first 
configurations will be for SDM. 
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Designing Parallel Computers 
for 

Self Organizing Maps 
Tomas  Nordström  

ABSTRACT 

Self organizing maps  (SOM)  are a class of artificial neural 
network  (ANN)  models developed by Kohonen. There are a 
number of variants, where the self organizing feature map 
(SOFM) is one of the most used  ANN  models with unsuper-
vised learning. Learning vector quantifiers (LVQ) is another 
group of  SOM  which can be used as very efficient classifiers.  
SOM  have been used in a variety of fields, e.g. robotics, tele-
communication and speech recognition. 

Currently there is a great interest in using parallel computers 
for  ANN  models. In this report we describe different ways to 
implement  SOM  on parallel computers. We study the design of 
massively parallel computers, especially computers with sim-
ple processing elements, used for  SOM  calculations. 

It is found that  SOM  (like many other  ANN  models) demands 
very little of a parallel computer. If support for broadcast and 
multiplication is included very good performance can be 
achieved on otherwise modest hardware. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The algorithms we study in this report are Kohonen's self organizing maps  (SOM)  and vari-
ants of them. These maps have been used in pattern recognition, especially in speech recog-
nition[26], but also in robotics and automatic control [39, 45] and telecommunication 
tasks[3, 31]. This study is part of a series of reports[42, 43, 48] that shows how well suited 
bit-serial SIMD computers are for simulating artificial neural networks. 

As an example of bit-serial  SIM])  computers, REMAP3  (reconfigurable, embedded, mas-
sively parallel processor project) will be used. As the processing elements are reconfigurable 
it is possible to include different types of support for different kinds of algorithms. For back-
propagation[46] and Hopfield networks[17, 18, 19] a bit-serial multiplier has been found to 
be essential for the performance[43, 48]. For the implementation of Kanerva's SDM mod-
el[24] the multiplier was not needed, instead a counter was suggested[42]. In this report we 
try to recognize architectural principles and components that are essential for the efficient 
calculation of Kohonen's models. 

In the next section we describe the background of  SOM.  After that, two sections discuss im-
plementation considerations and ways to map  SOM  onto a computer architecture. Then fol-
lows a section where some of the existing parallel implementations are discussed. Finally, 
we draw some conclusions concerning the task of designing parallel computers for  SOM.  
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

An overview of the different models of self organizing maps and the application areas where 
they have been used can be found in [25, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Below we only restate the basic 
models and refer to the references above for more details. 

2.1 Competitive Learning 

In competitive learning[29, 46] the responses from the adaptive nodes (weight vectors) tend 
to become localized. After appropriate training the nodes specify clusters or codebook vec-
tors that approximate the probability density functions of the input vectors. Algorithm 1 is 
an example of a competitive learning algorithm. If the spatial relationships of the resulting 
feature sensitive nodes are not considered we get a zero-order topology map. 

Algorithm 1 Competitive learning (zero-order topology). 
1. Find the node (or weight vector) wi  closest to input  x.  

II  x  (tk ) —Wc (1k) Ii = 	x  (tk) — wi  (tk)  Il  

2. Make the winning node closer to input. 

wi (tk,i) = wi (tk) + a (4) [x(tk) — wi (tk)] 	i  =  c  

wi (4+1) = wi (1k) 	 otherwise. 

3. Repeat from step 1 while reducing the learning rate a. 

2.1.1 Adding Conscience 

A problem with the algorithm above is that instead of placing the nodes according to the in-
put point density function  p (x)  the nodes are placed as  p  (x) mi (h1  + . Having low dimen-
sional input vectors (i.e. small Al) there will be a bias towards the low probability regions. 
DeSieno[6] has found that adding conscience to the competitive learning algorithm will 
greatly improve the encoding produced by the map. The idea is that the nodes should be con-
scientious about how many times they have won, compared to other nodes, see Algorithm 1. 
I.e. every node should win the competition approximately the same number of times. Anoth-
er way to improve the clustering is to use a higher-order topology map, like the Kohonen 
model, this is especially true for non-continuous input probability density functions. 

Algorithm 2 Competitive learning with conscience (zero-order topology). 
1. Find the node (or weight vector) wi  closest to input  x  using a conscience ci  as off-

set  (C  is a scaling factor). 
II  x  (4) — 	(4) II =min (11x (tk) vs?, (4) II + Ccd 

2. Make the winning node closer to input. 
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wi (tk+i) = ivi  (tk) + a (tk) [x(tk) — wi  (tk)] 	i  =  c  

Wi((k+1) = w. (4) 	 otherwise. 

3. Repeat from step 1 while reducing the learning rate a, and increasing the con- 
science of the winning neuron ci  (tk+  i )  = ci  (4) + 

2.2 Kohonen Learning 

In the brain there are many areas, such as the visual and somatosensory cortex, which are or-
ganized in a way that reflects the organization of the physical signals stimulating the areas 
i.e. they are topological maps. 

Inspired by that, Kohonen has developed a class of artificial neural network  (ANN)  models 
which develop these, so called, self organizing maps  (SOM),  also referred to as topological 
feature maps (TFM). They are all models with competitive learning and use first, second, or 
higher order topological maps[25].  

SOM  may be formed with unsupervised learning, i.e. without any teacher saying what is 
right or wrong. This type of  SOM  is referred to as self organizing feature maps (SOFM), see 
Algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3 The SOFM algorithm (higher-order topology) 
1. Find the node (or weight vector) wi  closest to input  x.  

II  x(tk) — w  c  (r  k)  II = 	x  (tk) —wi(tk) Ii 

2. Find the neighbourhood N,(1k). 

3. Make the nodes in the neighbourhood closer to input. 

wi(tk+i) = WI  (tk) a (4) [x(tk) — wi (4)] 	for  je  NC (rk) 

w1( 1k+1) = W (1k) 	 otherwise. 

4. Repeat from step 1 with ever decreasing neighbourhood  N,  and gain sequence a 
( 0 < a < 1 ). 

If the resulting maps are to be used as classifiers, and the training example clas.ses are known 
(i.e. supervised learning), a fine tuning of the SOFM model called learning vector quantiza-
tion (LVQ) model has been suggested[28, 291. In the simplest version the difference is that, 
in Step 3 in Algorithm 3, a (1k) is negated if wi  belongs to the wrong class. No neighbour-
hood is used for LVQ. 

2.3 Stochastic Competitive or Kohonen Learning 

Van den Bout and Miller 111[51, 52] have suggested a modification to competitive and  Ko-
honen  learning which simplifies the calculations by replacing the "analog" signals with  sto- 
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chastic binary signals. In their model, called TInlVIANN, the mean value of a stochastic 
binary signal is viewed as an analog signal in the range [0,1]. This signal representation 
leads to very simple (and space efficient) digital logic for the computations needed in the al-
gorithms. For example, multiplication of stochastic signals can be computed using only a 
simple AND gate. 

By noting that the weight vectors slowly integrate the effects of the environmental stimuli, 
this can be done by incrementing/decrementing the weights stochastically with a probability 
proportional to the strength of the input vector. Obviously, more iterations are needed, but as 
each step is computationally very simple the overall computation time will decrease, see 
section 5.8. 
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3.0 IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS  

SOM  models have been implemented on a large number of different parallel computers: 
Warp[38], Transputers[16, 44, 47], Connection Machine[44], MasPar[11] and in special 
hardware[8, 23, 36, 37, 51, 52]. 

Aspects that have to be considered when implementing  SOM  on parallel computers are: 
communication facilities, computational capabilities, mapping and partitioning of the algo-
rithm. Some architectures benefit a great deal if floating point numbers can be avoided, and 
the integer precision needed for the weights should be analysed. 

The algorithms in section 2.0 can be divided into four steps: 

1. Finding the distance from the input to the nodes. 

2. Finding the node closest to input. 

3. Determining the neighbourhood to the closest node. 

4. Updating the neighbourhood nodes. 

The rest of this section will discuss the different aspects of implementing  SOM  based on 
these four steps. 

3.1 Communication 

The weight vectors can be assumed to be distributed over the processing elements (PEs). 
Thus the first step requires the input vector to be distributed. The most effective way to do 
this is by utilizing broadcast. If the architecture does not have broadcast, for example if 
Transputers are going to be used, a nearest neighbour communication like ring or mesh must 
be used. 

For the second step a minimum distance must be found. A minimum could be found by do-
ing N-1 comparisons among the  N  nodes. Some "global" or "token-ring" communication is 
needed if the nodes are distributed over many PEs. As seen in section 4.4 a very fast bit-seri-
al method exists to find min/max among PEs if a global-or function exists. 

The activation/selection of the neighbours can either be solved as a spatial distance calcula-
tion or as a nearest neighbour communication. The time for communication will depend on 
the neighbourhood size. When the neighbourhood size is small the communication method 
can be faster than spatial distance calculation. The topology of the computer should support 
the communication needed, which depends on the spatial topology of the  SOM  model. 

If the input vector (or the result of the subtraction) is stored no communication is used dur-
ing the last part. 

3.1.1 Summary on Communication 

For the basic  SOM  models broadcast is the most efficient way of communication. 
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By computing which nodes to be considered as neighbours, instead of using nearest neigh-
bour communication, the computer topology becomes irrelevant for the algorithm. It also 
makes the time for step 3 constant with respect to the neighbourhood size. 

3.2 Computations 
For all of the algorithms in section 2.0 the distance is calculated using a Euclidean metric. 
Another much used metric is the dot-product metric. Both metrics are discussed in this sec-
tion. 

Some model parameters used in this and following sections are:  

N  The number of nodes 

Nc  Size of the neighbourhood (may depend on time) 

M The dimension of the input vector 

5 Bits used for weights  

n 	The number of processing elements available. 

3.2.1 Euclidean Metric 
Using a Euclidean distance metric in the first step means that the distance II  x  (tk) — wi  ( tk) 

is calculated as 

Jz.; (xJ (tk) - wij (tk )) 2 
Note that the square-root function does not need to be evaluated, as the square-root is a mo-
notonic function and the result is used for comparison only. 

We get the following estimate on the number of computations needed in each step: 

1. We must do NM subtractions, NM squarings and NM additions. Note that the re-
sult of the subtraction can be reused in step 3 if there is enough memory to store 
the result. 

2. The number of calculations needed for finding minimum is N-1 comparisons 
(subtractions). 

3. If we instead of communicating, calculate the neighbourhood, it should be possi-
ble to calculate the spatial distance in less than 3 operations (subtract, square, 
add) per spatial dimension (usually 1-3). 

4. For the updating part we must carry out (N,M subtractions,) NM  multiplications 
and NcM additions. The subtraction can be carried out in step 1 if there is enough 
memory to store the result. 

The total number of operations is (assuming two spatial dimensions and recalculation of the 
subtraction) 
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0 = 3MN+ (N-1) + 6 + 3MN,. 

Using a reasonable value for  N,  like N/4 we get approximately 

- (1 + 3.75M)N operations per training example. 

3.2.2 Dot-Product Metric 
By normalizing the input vector (i.e. keeping II  x  (rk)  = 1), and keeping the nodes normal-
ized after updating, the dot-product can be used instead of sum of squares. The distance cal-
culation can then be calculated as a "weight matrix times an input vector" like in many other 
neural network models. 

The matching law is modified to  
x  (tk) Twc 0k) =  mr  Ix (tk ) Twi (tk)} 

The update law must then be modified to 
wi  (tk ) + a' (tk )x(tk ) 

wi (tk+ 1)  — wi (tk ) + a' (tk)x(tk) II 

w,( tk,i) = ws( tk)  

for in N,(4) 

otherwise. 

Still a' is a monotonically decreasing function, but now 0 < a' <co. The neighbourhood is 
the same decreasing  N,  as before. 

We get the following estimate on the number of computations needed in each step: 

1. For the dot-product metric the NM subtraction, used by Euclidean distance met-
ric, can be avoided. The squarings are replaced by multiplications. 

2. Same as Euclidean metric, but we want to find maximum instead of minimum. 

3. Same as Euclidean metric. 

4. Using dot-product distance metric we must do NM  multiplications and NM  ad-
ditions for the nominator. For the denominator we must use an additional N,Af 
squarings and NM  additions. We must also do one division. 

The total number of operations is (assuming two spatial dimensions) 

o = 2MN + (N-1) + 6 + 4A1Nc + 1. 

Using a reasonable value for  N,  like N/4 we get approximately 

(1+o 	4M)N operations per training example. 

The dot-product calculation can in some technologies be very fast (e.g. optical transmission 
filters). But for our purpose the overhead for the normalization is too time consuming. This 
will be accentuated if SIMD computers are to be used. 
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3.2.3 Precision Used for the Weights 
If we intend to use a bit-serial architecture, where each PE only operates on one bit at a time, 
the precision becomes very important. An analysis made by  J.  Mann[36] shows that at least 
8 bits seems necessary for the weights. He also fmds that Euclidean distance measures are 
not as sensitive as dot-product metric to weight precision. 

It also seems that the updating rule could be changed to an increment/decrement of the 
weight, depending on the sign of the difference between the weight and the input without 
much influence on the performance of the  SOM  algorithm.  

Hammerstrom  and Nguyen have found the  SOM  to be sensitive to error bias from bit trunca-
tion, more sensitive than to average quantization error from reduced precision. They also re-
duce the error accumulation using saturation arithmetic (on overflow the max/min value is 
used). 

3.2.4 Summary and Comments on Computation 
Almost half of the operations computed are multiplications, and therefore support for multi-
plication is very important. As calculations using short fixed-point numbers seem possible, 
bit-serial computers become interesting. The Euclidean metric uses less operations for its 
computation, and is less sensitive to weight quantization, and is therefore more attractive to 
use than dot-product. 

Many have used CUPS (connection updates per second) as a measure of performance on  
SOM  algorithms. It has been used as the number of connections MN multiplied by the 
number of updates per second u i.e MNu. This despite the fact that very few connections are 
actually updated when using small neighbourhoods. 

Even if the word updates is misleading, the CUPS measure, used in relation to the FLOPS 
(floating point operations per second) or IPS (instructions per second) measures, can be used 
as an indication of the efficiency of the architecture (on  SOM  algorithms). We may define an 
efficiency measure like:  

E  = 	  — 	 
operations per second 	Ou 	3.75MNu 	CUPS 	

(1) 
maximum number of operations IPS max  IPS max 

— 3.75 
IPS mix 

Where IPS is the maximum number of operations per second achievable on the compu-
ter. The corresponding measure for floating point calculations is: 

CUPS  
E  = 3.75 

FLOPS m„ 
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4.0 MAPPING  SOM  ONTO A COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 	Computer Architectures 

One of the most used divisions of architectures is due to Flynn [10]. He divided the comput-
ers into groups according to the number of instruction streams and the number of data 
streams: 

1. SISD - Single Instruction stream, Single Data stream. 

2. SIM])  - Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data streams. 

3. MISD - Multiple Instruction streams, Single Data stream. (Anomaly of the divi-
sion) 

4. MIMD - Multiple Instruction streams, Multiple Data streams. 

Single instruction stream multiple data stream (SIMD) computers is a computer model 
where the same instruction is executed in each of the processing elements (PEs). Using this 
model it is possible to achieve massive parallelism at small cost. It is found that almost all  
ANN  algorithms fit very well into the SIMD model[43]. The  SOM  algorithms in section 2.0 
also seem to map easily onto the SIMD computer model. This hypothesis will be found to be 
true later in this section. Below there follows a discussion on how to implement  SOM  on a 
SIMD computer. 

4.2 Degree of Parallelism 

Looking at an  ANN  algorithm such as  SOM  there are (at least) six different ways of achiev-
ing parallelism [43].  The typical degree of parallelism varies widely between the six different 
kinds, as the table below shows. 

Parallelism Typical range  SOM:  

Training session 10- 103  

Training example 10- 107  
Forward-Backward 1 - 2 

Node (neuron) 100- 106  

Weight (synapse) 2 - 104  
Bit 1- 64 

To utilize the computing resources of a massively parallel computer (thousands of process-
ing elements) efficiently the table indicates that we must use at least one of the following di-
mensions: 

Training session parallelism. 
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Training example parallelism. 

Node parallelism. 

Weight parallelism. 

Note that the first two dimensions of parallelism are of interest only in batch processing sit-
uations, i.e. when training the network. If the network is to be to used in a real-time situa-
tion, interacting with the outside world, training session and training example parallelism 
would be unavailable. In those cases, node and/or weight parallelism must be chosen, possi-
bly in combination with e.g. bit and layer parallelism. 

4.3 Node Parallelism on SIMD Computers 

Unfortunately the amount of node parallelism used for updating the nodes varies with the 
size of neighbourhood. Still the node parallelism is the most used and maybe the most natu-
ral mapping for SIMD computers. The mapping may be visualized for a ID map topology 
on a linear processor array as in Figure 1. 

Input Vector 

PE array 
Weight 
Vector 
Store 

Figure 1 Using node parallelism to map  SOM  onto a linear processor array. 

For the four steps we then get the following estimate of the number of computation steps 
needed, using Euclidean distance metric and having  n  =  N.  

1. Calculating the distance requires M subtraction steps, M squaring steps and M ad-
dition steps. The result of the subtraction can be reused in step 4 if there is enough 
memory to store the result. 

2. The number of calculations needed for finding the minimum distance varies with 
the communication structure. Using bit-serial arithmetic and global-or function 
the comparison can be computed in less than 2 (28 + log 2M) (Two times the 
number of bits in the sum of squares) steps. 

3. The time to determine the neighbourhood varies with the communication struc-
ture, but it should always be possible to calculate in less than 3 operations per 
spatial dimension. 
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4. Updating the weights requires (M subtractions), M multiplications and M addi-
tions. Note that the efficiency during this step is only  N/N  i.e. the efficiency will 
go down as the neighbourhood shrinks. 

The total number of steps is, using a 2D map as an example, approximately 

0 = 3M+2(28+log2M) +6+3M 

4.4 Bit-serial SIMD Implementation 
The majority of massively parallel processors use bit-serial arithmetic, and that is also the 
basic mode of operation for our own research machine, REMAP3. Therefore, we would like 
to analyse the algorithms down to bit-level. For the majority of operations using bit-serial 
PEs, the processing times grow linearly with the data length used. E.g. the time to do a bit-
serial addition is the same time as to read the operands and store the result (38 cycles). This 
may be regarded as a serious disadvantage (e.g when using 32- or 64-bit floating point num-
bers), or as an attractive feature (use of low precision data speeds up the computations ac-
cordingly). In any case, bit-serial data paths simplify communication in massively parallel 
computers. 

As concluded in section 3.2.4 support for multiplication is important. Unfortunately, very 
few bit-serial computers have support for bit-serial multiplication, and without such, multi-
plication time grows quadratically with the data length. However, with an inclusion of a bit-
serial multiplier[9, 43, 54] the multiplication of two 8 bit numbers can be performed in 48 
cycles (i.e. the time to read the operands and store the result). 

Using the natural mapping for  SIM])  computers (node parallelism) and having  n  =  N  we get 
the following number of cycles for the  SOM  algorithm using Euclidean metric. 

1. We have to do 38M cycles for subtraction, 48M cycles for squaring and 68M cy-
cles for addition. If the result from the multiplier is used directly for addition (i.e. 
without storing the result in memory) the total time for squaring and adding will 
be 88M. 

2. Finding minimum (or maximum) using bit-serial working mode can be imple-
mented very efficiently. A global-or function is needed to check a bit "slice" if all 
bits are equal, also the means to turn off PEs depending on the result of the previ-
ous operation are needed. Assuming we want to find minimum (i.e. using Eucli-
dean distance metric), the search starts by examining the most significant bit of 
each value. If anyone has a zero, all PEs with a one are turned off (otherwise we 
restore the previous state). The search  goes on in the next position, and so on, un-
til all bit positions have been treated. The time for this search is independent of 
the number of values compared, it depends only on the data length. The maximal 
number of cycles needed will be two times the length of the data i.e 
2(28 + log2M) . To resolve multiple minimums a select first network[9] can be 
used to select the first active processor. 
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3. Wanting to have constant time for this step we want to calculate the neighbour-
hood (instead of communicate it). There are a number of variants depending on 
the (spatial) distance measure and the map topology. If 7 bits are used for the spa-
tial coordinates, the following estimates for the cycle count can be given: 

• 	Euclidean (spatial) distance 
A second order topology map can be computed in 206 cycles 

• 	City block (spatial) distance 

A first order topology map can be computed in 48 cycles 

A second order topology map can be computed in 96 cycles 

4. Updating of the weight vectors can be computed with 38M cycles for subtraction, 
45M cycles for multiplication and 35M cycles for addition. If the global constant 
a is loaded in parallel from the controller, and the result from the multiplier is 
used directly for the addition, the number of cycles in step 4 will be 78M. 

There are of course some cycles needed for overflow tests and initiations but the above indi-
cates that  SOM  could be calculated in typically: 188M + 250 cycles. Note, that we assume  n 
=N.  Using the approximate total number of operation 0- (1 + 3.75M)N, we can calculate 
the efficiency  E  = (0u) /IPS max  . 

Let  C  stand for the clock frequency. As the time for multiplication is 48 the IPS„„ is 
(CFI) / (45) . The update rate will be u = (C,i) / (188MN+ 250N) and the efficiency  

E- 
 4(1+3.75M)6 (1 + 3.75M) 8 

= 	  
188M+250 

The asymptotic efficiency will be 83%. Already for M=10 and 5=8 the efficiency is 73%. 
These figures show that a bit-serial SIMD computer can be used very efficiently for  SOM  
calculations. 

4.5 Other Forms of Parallelism 
If the input vectors are long (i.e. large M) and the neighbourhood  N,  is small, a "transposed" 
mapping could be considered. This is the same as the columnwise mapping suggested for 
SDM[42]. For  SOM  this would correspond to weight parallelism with iteration over the 
nodes, see Figure 2. 

Using this mapping the summation of squares must be done across the PEs, and special 
hardware (e.g. an adder-tree) should be included for efficiency reasons. However, with this 
hardware available it is possible to pipeline the addition and comparison (carried out in the 
controller) with the subtraction and squaring (carried out in the processor array). 
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Input Vector 

Weight 
Vector 
Store 

=a PE array 

Tr  Adder-tree 

Figure 2 Using weight parallelism to map  SOM  onto a linear processor 

For the last step, weight parallelism is faster than node parallelism with a factor M/N,. This 
will be a considerable factor when  N,  is small and M is large. The second and third steps are 
almost "for free" for weight parallelism as pipelining can be used. As the number of nodes  N  
often is larger than the number of elements M in the input vector, and for weight parallelism 
we only have  n  = M PEs, this mapping will be less efficient than node parallelism during the 
first step. The factor is (3M) / (2N) . 

It seems that the most efficient mapping during the first step is node parallelism and during 
the fourth step weight parallelism (as for the SDM model[42]). But we have not found any 
way to achieve mixed mapping for  SOM  onto any normal SIMD computer. 

Note that if 2N> 5M, no matter how fast the three last steps are when weight parallelism is 
used, it will still be less efficient than the node parallel version. This is because its first step 
takes longer than the total time of the node parallel version. 
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATIONS ON PARALLEL COMPUTERS 

5.1 CNAPS 

CNAPS (Connected Network of Adaptive ProcessorS) manufactured by Adaptive Solutions 
is one of the first architectures developed especially for  ANN.  It was called X1 in the first 
description by  Hammerstrom  [13]. It is a 256 PE  SIM])  machine with a broadcast intercon-
nection scheme. Each PE has a multiply (9x16bit) and add arithmetic unit and a logic-shifter 
unit. It has 32 general (16bit) registers and a 4kByte weight memory. There are 64PEs in one 
chip. 1, 8 or 16 bits can be used for weights and 8 or 16 bits for activation. 

The performance of CNAPS on SOFM was reported by  Hammerstrom  and Nguyen in [14]. 
The figures are based on a 20MHz version of CNAPS. Best match using Euclidean distance 
measure, having N=512 nodes and M=256 elements per vector (8=16), can be carried out in 
215 µs. Making their CUPS figure comparable to others the performance will be about 183 
MCUPS. A CNAPS computer can maximally achieve 10240  MIPS  on dot-product opera-
tions. The efficiency is thus: 

3.75 (183)  
E= 	  

10240 
More figures are needed to be able to analyse where the bottleneck is. The low efficiency 
may depend on the high maximal performance, achieved in an operation mode which can 
not be utilized for  SOM.  

5.2 Connection Machine 

The Connection Machine[15, 491 manufactured by Thinking Machines Corporation (TMC) 
is for the moment the most massively parallel machine built (from 8k up to 64k processing 
elements). In addition to its large number of processors, two of its strong points are its pow-
erful hypercube connection for general communication and the multidimensional mesh con-
nection for problems with regular array communication demands. In the CM-2 model TMC 
also added floating point support, implemented as one floating point unit per 32 PEs. This 
means 2048 floating point units on  å  64k machine, giving a peak performance of 10 GFlops. 
CM-2 is one of the most popular parallel computers for implementing  ANN  algorithms. 

Obermayer et al. have implemented large  SOM  on the CM-2 [44]. They used node parallel-
ism and up to 16k PEs (nodes). The input vector length M was varied and lengths of up to 
M=900 were tested. 48 MCUPS were achieved on a problem with n=N=16384 and M=100. 
As they used a bell-shaped Gaussian function for neighbourhood calculations, an efficiency 
measure according to equation (1) would be meaningless. 

The same authors have also implemented the same algorithm on a self built computer with 
60 T800 (Transputer) nodes connected in a systolic ring. Besides algorithmic analysis they 
have benchmarked the two architectures. Having M=100, n=30 and N=14400 they achieved 
2.4 MCUPS. 
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The conclusion is that the CM-2 (16k PEs) with floating point support is equal to 510 Trans-
puter nodes for the  SOM.  As a 16k CM-2 has 512 Weitek floating point units, each with ap-
proximately the same performance as one T800 on floating point calculations, it can be 
concluded that  SOM  basically is computation bound. In a "high-communication" variant of  
SOM  where broadcast could not be used efficiently a 30 node Transputer machine would 
run at one third of the CM-2 speed. 

5.3 L-Neuro  
The Laboratoires d'Electronique Philips (LEP), Paris, have designed a VLSI chip called L-
Neuro.  It contains 16 processors working in SIMD fashion. In association with these chips 
Transputers are imagined as control and communication processors. The chip has support 
for multiplications with a multiply step. Weights are represented by 2-complement numbers 
over 8 or 16 bits, and the states of the neurons are coded over 1 to 8 bits. 

Duranton and  Sirat  [7, 8] have described implementations of both  SOM,  Hopfield and BP 
networks on this architecture. However, no figures of performance were given. 

5.4 MasPar 

MasPar MP-1[1, 5, 41] is a  SIM])  machine with both mesh and global interconnection style 
of communication. It has floating point support, both VAX and IEEE standards. The number 
of processing elements can vary between 1024 and 16384. Each PE has 40 32-bit registers, a 
4-bit integer  ALU,  floating point "units" for Mantissa and Exponent, addressing unit for lo-
cal address modifications, and a 4-bit broadcast bus. MP-1 has a peak performance, for a 
16k PE machine, of 1500 MFlops single-precision[41]. 

In [4, 11, 121 Grajski, Chin et al. have implemented BP and  SOM.  The mapping of  SOM  
into MP-1 uses node parallelism. It was measured to give 27 MCUPS on a 2k machine when 
10-dimensional input vectors were used. They report that very high efficiency is achieved 
using the MP-1 and that the performance figures increase with the dimensionality. As 
Grajski et al. has used a fixed neighbourhood size of /s/, = 8, equation (1) does not give a 
valid efficiency figure. It is also unclear if normalization of the weight vector has been done. 

5.5 REMAP3  

The goal of REMAP3  is to construct modules for  ANN  computation. A typical module for  
SOM  would consist of a few thousand bit-serial processors. If the processing elements need-
ed for  ANN  were integrated on a VLSI chip more than 128 PEs per chip would be possible. 
On a single board, lk processors with memory would be possible. If implemented on VLSI a 
clock frequency above 20 MHz would be of no problem. This makes it possible to achieve 
an update rate of approximately 539 per second on an  n  =  N  = 2048 problem (M=128 and 8 
= 16) and more than 11800 updates per second on the smaller problem  (n  =  N  = 1024, M = 
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10 and 8 = 8). The corresponding CUPS (and efficiency) figures would be 141 MCUPS (=> 
E=83%) and 121 MCUPS (=> E=71%), respectively. 

5.6 Transputer 
The Transputer[21, 53] is a single chip 32-bit microprocessor. It has support for concurrent 
processing in hardware which closely corresponds to the Occam[2, 20, 22] programming 
model. It contains onchip RAM and four bi-directional 20 Mbits/sec communication links. 
By wiring these links together a number of topologies can be realized. Each Transputer of 
the T800 type is capable of 1.5 MFlops (20MHz) and architectures with up to 4000 Trans-
puters are being built [53]. 

The  SOM  model has been implemented on Transputers by Hodges et al.[16], Siemon and 
Ultsch[47] and Obennayer et al.[44]. All three implementations distribute the nodes over the 
PEs and use ring communication to distribute the input vector and to find the global mini-
mum. As long as the neighbourhood is larger than the number of PEs this mapping is quite 
efficient. Good performance will also be achieved for high input dimension. 

Hodges et al. presented an equation for the performance but no concrete implementation. 

Siemon and Ultsch state a performance of 2.7 MCUPS on a 16 Transputer machine. Having 
N=128x128, M=17, u=25000/2546 the total number of operations would be 0 = 991000. 
Each Transputer can give 1.5 MFlops so the maximum number of Flops would be 
2/INIFlops. Then the efficiency would be  E  = 42% 

Obermayer et.al  have implemented  SOM  on, and compared the performance of, Connection 
Machine and Transputers, see section 5.2. 

A more general implementation framework, called CARELIA, has been developed by 
Koiklcalainen and Oja[34]. The neural network models are specified in a CSP-like formal-
ism [32, 33, 34]. The simulator is currently running on a network of Transputers and one of 
the models implemented is  SOM.  The performance of the simulator has not been reported. 

5.7 Warp 
Warp is a one-dimensional array of 10 or more powerful processing elements (PEs) devel-
oped at Carnegie-Mellon University in 1984-87[35]. Each cell/PE has a microprogrammable 
controller, a 5 MFlops floating-point multiplier, a 5 MFlops floating-point adder and a local 
memory. Communication between adjacent cells may be conducted in parallel over two in-
dependent channels: a left-to-right  X  channel and bidirectional  Y  channel. 

An implementation of  SOM  on Warp has been described by  R.  Mann and Haykin[38]. When 
they used training example parallelism between 6 and 12.5 MCUPS were achieved. Because 
of a fixed communication overhead (0.01s) at the start of each batch, better performance 
could not be achieved. Some minor problem with the topology ordering process when using 
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training example parallelism were reported. They suggested that either the map starts at 
some order instead of at random state, or that the map is trained sequentially for the first 
100-1000 steps, after which the training example parallelism is "turned on". 

The Warp has 10 PEs each having 10 MFlops, giving it a total of 100MFlops. Having 
N=1024 and M=128 the implementation could run at t5.3x18 updates per second (each 
batch (epoch) was 18 training examples), giving it 12.5 MCUPS and an efficiency of 
E=47%. 

5.8 TInMANN 
Van den Bout et al.[40, 51, 52] have suggested a stochastic all digital implementation of 
Competitive or Kohonen learning (see section 2.3) called TInMANN. 

Their modifications to the SOFM model make it possible to use very simple PEs. A typical 
node would consist of two registers (10-12 bits), two adders or subtractors, two flags, mem-
ory for weights, gated broadcast, global-or function and some control logic. A VLSI version 
of TInMANN has been implemented where each node used 4000 transistors[40]. Using 10-
bit weights the memory could be used for three to four weights per node, i.e. the input vector 
length M is very limited. The update rate, using 201VIHz clock, is 267000 updates per second 
per node using M = 3. If one million transistors were used a 250 node chip could be con-
structed and thus giving 200 MCUPS per chip. As broadcast is used there is no problem to 
extend the system outside the chip boundaries. 

A "rapid prototyping" version of the architecture in re,configurable logic (X1LINX) is also 
reported[52]. To eliminate some complexity and space, the architecture uses bit-serial nodes. 
Each chip (X3020) contains 3 PEs and external RAM is used for weights (i.e. much larger M 
can be used). One circuit board, called Anyboard, contains up to 8 X3020 and thus contains 
up to 21 PEs. This project was not completed. However, simple calculations showed that the 
interface between the host and the bit-serial nodes over the IBM PC bus was the major bot-
tleneck. Ignoring the bus interface, the nodes were quite fast[50]. 

A summary-of the discussed implementations is shown in Figure 3. 
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COMPUTER n Max  MIPS  
(MFLOPS)  

N M 3  ii  MCUPS  E  

CM 16384 2500 16384 100 FP 48  -% 

MasPar 2048 188 2048 16 FP 1172 38.4 -% 
2048 188 2048 128 FP 375 98.4 -% 

Warp 10 100 1024 16 FP 522 8.6 32% 
10 100 1024 128 FP 95.4 12.5 47% 

Transputer 
Obermayer 30 45 14400 100 FP 2.4 -% 
Siemon 16 24 16384 17 FP 9.8 2.7 40% 

CNAPS 256 10240 512 128 8 210 8% 
256 10240 512 128 16 180 7% 

REMAP3  128 80 2048 128 8 67 17.5 82% 
1024 640 1024 10 8 11800 121 71% 
2048 1280 2048 128 8 1070 280 82% 
2048 640 2048 128 16 539 141 83% 

TInMANN 250 250 3 10 267000 200 -% 

Figure 3 The performance figures on SOFM simulations, for all the discussed comput-
ers. The efficiency  E  is calculated as 3.75 CUPS/IPS,u. No efficiency figure has 
been given if the CUPS figure is incompatible with the other figures.The number of 
processors is denoted by  n,  the number of nodes by  N,  the dimension of the input vec-
tor by M, the number of bits used for weights by 8 and the update rate by u. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

Unless especially tuned for  SOM  as REMAP3, none of the computers studied (maybe with 
the exception of MP-1) have very high efficiency. As many of the performance figures given 
in the literature are measured under vastly different experimental setups, the figures given 
for MCUPS and efficiency, should be used cautiously. Still, the figures together with our 
analysis, indicate that the communication structure and the control mechanism are of little 
importance for the calculation of  SOM.  When designing a high performance  SOM  computer 
the design effort must be on implementing efficient (with respect to time and area) multipli-
ers which can be supported with operands from the controller, e.g. using broadcast, together 
with high bandwidth access to local memory. 

The fact that the neighbourhood  N,  becomes very small towards the end of the training ses-
sion seems easier to take advantage of on a coarse grain MIMD computer. Even if only one 
PE is working there will be relatively fewer idle processors during the updating step, thus 
giving the MIMD computer a possibly better efficiency. 

The analysis also indicates that  SOM  can be mapped efficiently onto bit-serial SIMD com-
puters. The only requirement is that a bit-serial multiplier is included to support the many 
multiplications. 

By modifying the algorithm to include a "stochastic signal" it is possible to run competitive 
learning without using multiplication. This makes it possible to achieve enormous update 
rates, but as the updates are of a different kind, it is difficult to compare it to the original 
method with respect to speed. Still, this modification is very interesting as an alternative to 
ordinary competitive learning algorithms, as it reduces the architectural components needed 
for the computation. Moreover, bit-serial SIMD computers could be considered as one of the 
prime candidates for an efficient implementation of this modified  SOM  algorithm. 

The natural and totally dominating dimension of parallelism is the node parallelism. Train-
ing example parallelism has been used, but it seems that only relatively small batch sizes 
may be used as there will otherwise be failures in the topological ordering. The weight paral-
lelism and the mixed mapping, which were successfully used in the computation of Kaner-
va's SDM model[42], can not be used efficiently for the calculation of the  SOM  model. This 
is due to the fact that the adaptation is taking place in the weight matrix which is also used 
for the selection phase, whereas for SDM the adaptation is made in a separate matrix. 
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Execution of Neural Network 
Algorithms on an Array of Bit- 

Serial Processors  
B. Svensson 	T.  Nordström  

ABSTRACT 

Large processor arrays are candidates for performing compu-
tations of neural network models at speeds required for real 
time applications, e.g. in pattern recognition. The paper gives 
a general model of an array of bit-serial processors and dem-
onstrates the mapping of neural net models on such an array. 

The approach maps a neuron on each processing element and 
makes communication all-to-all available by connection 
weight matrices. The required communication structure is 
very simple. 

The bit-serial approach allows trade-offs between speed and 
precision, even dynamically. Performance figures are given. A 
bit-serial multiplier is an important part of the design. Imple-
mentation aspects are discussed and it is shown that a one-
board realization of a 1024 processor system is feasible with 
current, commonly available, technology. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen an enormous increase of interest in neural networks. It has been real-
ized that massive parallelism is required for human-like performance in pattern recognition. 
Neural networks provide one technique to do this. Processor arrays are candidates for per-
forming the computations efficiently. The subject of this paper is to study the mapping of 
neural network computations on a regular array of a large number of simple processors. The 
computations are uniform and arithmetically simple. This suggests that simple processing 
elements are sufficient and that the SI1VLD type of architecture is appropriate. The number of 
interconnections in a neural network is often orders of magnitude greater than the number of 
processing units. This suggests that connectivity be stored partly in matrices. 

We study the mapping of both feedforward (with back-propagation) and feedback neural 
nets. The characteristics of these models will be briefly outlined. Before that we introduce a 
generic architecture for a bit-serial array processor (BAP). We describe the algorithms in a 
parallel language (Pascal/L) which includes constructs directly implementable as elementary 
operations of a BAP. The computations are analysed, performance figures are given, and 
system implementation is discussed. 
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4 DI  

 

 

 

Figure 2 A 5 bit wide bit-serial multiplier using carry-save technique. M, S and  C  are 
flip-flops and FA are full adders. 
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3.0 NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHMS 

Several neural net models have been proposed. They are characterized by network topology, 
node characteristics, and training rules. Frequently used and discussed models are the multi-
layer feedforward networks with supervised learning by error back-propagation [3] and the 
feedback networks , either with symmetric connectivity and stochastic nodes (Boltzmann 
machines [4, 5]), symmetric connectivity and deterministic nodes (Hopfield net [6, 7, 8]), or 
nonsymmetric connectivity and deterministic nodes[9, 10]. 

In order to be as general as possible in the implementation studies we use a feedback algo-
rithm without any assumption on symmetry of the weight matrix. Thus, for the Hopfield 
model and the Boltzmann machine shorter execution times than those reported below can be 
expected (both use symmetric matrices). 

The back-propagation model is used as a pattern classifier or feature detector. The feedback 
models are used as auto-associative memories for tasks like pattern completion. 

3.1 	Feedforward networks with error back-propagation 

A feedforward net  (ff  net) with four layers is shown in Figure 3. Each node (neuron) in a lay-
er receives input from every node in the previous layer. Each node computes a weighted sum 
of all its inputs. Then it applies a nonlinear activation function to the sum, resulting in an ac-
tivation value of the neuron. A sigmoid function, with a smooth threshold like curve, is the 
most frequently used activation function in feedforward networks. 

Input Nodes Hidden Nodes Hidden Nodes Output Nodes 

Figure 3 A four-layer feedforward network. 

The back-propagation algorithm (also known as the generalized delta rule) [3] is used to 
train the network in our examples. 
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4.0 MAPPING NEURAL NETWORKS ON A BAP 

It should be clear from the above descriptions of networks, that the computations of both a 
feedforward network with error back-propagation and a feedback network involve mainly 
matrix-by-vector multiplications, where the matrices contain the connection weights and the 
vectors contain activation values or error values. Such a multiplication contains N2  scalar 
multiplications and  N  computations of sums of  N  numbers. 

The fastest possible way to compute this is to perform all N2  multiplications in parallel, 
which requires N2  PEs and unit time, and then form the sums by using trees of adders. The 
addition requires N(N-1) adders and 0(logN) time. This is, however, an unrealistic method 
depending on both the number of PEs required and the communication problems caused. In-
stead we take the approach of having as many PEs as neurons in a layer,  N,  and storing the 
connection weights in matrices, sized  N  by  N,  one for each layer. The PE with index  i  has ac-
cess to row] of the matrix by accessing its own memory word. 

4.1 	Feedforward net with error back-propagation 

Figure 5 shows the data storage for each layer. In the forward pass the net vector is comput-
ed by  N  successive, parallel multiply-and-add operations, each requiring access to a different 
output value from the previous layer. Thus the PEs must, one after the other, broadcast their 
output values to all PEs. The 0-vector is computed by a parallel application of the activation 
function. 

W(1) 	 B(1)  0(1)  net(1)  et)  

tW )  w0, (0 • . . w L 	b 0  0,;') nerjo  e 	4 	PEE, 

w iJ) w0 	w 9 	b;0 o  netl)  e;1) 	e==>  

14/2-Lo  22.1.  • • wi(v-01,NA 	bg1 	ne  4'2 (1) C:==> PE, 4  

Figure 5 Data storage for layer I. 

In the backward pass the computation of the error vector for each layer requires vertical ad-
dition. We suggest a bit-serial adder tree. The addition of each column can be overlapped 
with the multiplications for the next. On completion of this phase, weight changes are calcu-
lated. The 0-vector of layer /-1 is first multiplied by a constant, Then, for each  j,  the j:th 
value of the result is broadcast to all other PEs, the  E-vector is multiplied by this value and 
the result is added to the j:th column of the weight matrix. The threshold vector is changed in 
a similar way. 
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4.2 The Pascal/L language 
Pascal/L is an extension of Pascal for parallel processing, developed in the LUCAS project 
[2]. In Pascal/L the parallelism of the architecture has a correspondence in the syntax of the 
language. Thus, constructs in the language are directly implementable as elementary opera-
tions of a BAR 

A selector defines a boolean vector over the MMs and is used to control the parallelism of 
operations. A parallel array has a fixed number of components, all of the same type and lo-
cated in the MMs. An indexing scheme allows simultaneous access to a column or a subset 
of the column components of a two-dimensional array. For example: W[*,5] selects column 
5 of W, W[SEL,S] selects a subset of column 5. A parallel array may be used without any in-
dex at all (and no brackets), in which case all components of the array are referenced. 

To support data-driven processing a number of standard functions and procedures can be ap-
plied to selectors. The first function finds the first component of a selector with the value 
true and returns a new selector with only this element true. The next-procedure assigns false 
to the first true element of the selector. This is useful when elements are to be processed se-
quentially. The some function returns true if there is at least one true element of the selector, 
otherwise it returns false. 

4.3 The Pascal/L program 

For the fee,dforward net, the following declarations are needed (For simplicity of notation 
we consider only one layer):  

var 	W:parallel array 	[0..N-1,0..N-1] of integer(b); 
net parallel array 	[0..N-1] of integer(b + logN); 
B4O,0—,E,E+:parallel array[0..N-1] of integer(b); 

( 0— is the output of the previous layer,  E+  is the error of the following layer 

sel:selector [0..N-1];  
j:  integer; 

The following program parts implement the algorithm: 

Forward pass:  

j  :=0; net := 0;  sel  := TRUE; 
while some(sel) do begin 
net := net + W[*,j] * 0—[first(sel)]; next(sel);  j  := j+1; 
end; 
0 := f(net+B); 

Backward pass: 

Computation of error vectors: 
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j  := 0;  E  := 0;  sel  := TRUE; 
while some(sel) do begin  

E:= E  + Eeirst(sel)] * W[*j]; next(sel); j:=j+1; 
end;  

E  := 0*(1-0)*E; 

Computation of new weights:  

j  :=0;  sel  := TRUE; 
while some(sel) do begin 

W[*,j] := W(*,j] + h*O—[first(seprE; next(sel); 
j:=j+1; 

end;  
B  :=  B  + n*E; 

4.4 General feedback algorithm 

The data storage required for a general feedback network is approximately the same as for 
one layer of the  ff  network. The computations of the forward pass are the same as in the If 
net (one layer), but are repeated until no more changes occur, or for a fixed number of times. 
To update the weights, the error vector is first calculated in parallel and then multiplied by 
ii, also in parallel. The values of the activation vector are then broadcast one by one to all 
other PEs. Each PE multiplies the value with its (i*error)-value and adds the result to the 
corresponding weight. 

4.5 The Pascal/L program  

var 	W:parallel array 	[0..N-1,0..N-1] of integer(b);  
netparallel  array 	[0..N-1] of integer(b + logN); 
B,A,Aold,E:parallel array [0..N-1] of integer(b); 
Extlnputs: parallel array [0..N-1] of integer(b);  
sel  : selector [0..N-1]; 
j,m : integer; 

(Initialize) 

rand(W); (Initialize the weights) 
A := ExtInputs; (Set activation values) 
Aold := A+2*e; (Get past first while test) 

(Train the net one pass with one pattern. Calculate new activation values during m cycles or 
to convergence) 

m := 0; 
while some(abs(Aold - A) >  e)  and (m < mmax) do begin  

j:=  0; net := 0;  sel  := TRUE; Aold := A; 
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while some(sel) do begin 
net := net + W[*i]*A[first(sel)]; next(sel);  j  := j+1; 

end; 
A:= f(net+B); m := m+1; 

end; 

(Update weights)  

E  := •ri*(Extlnputs - A);  j  := 0;  sel  := TRUE; 
while some(sel) do begin 

W[*,j] := W[*„j] + A[first(sel)]*E; next(sel); j:=j+1; 
end;  
B:= B  + i*E; 
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5.0 COMPUTATION TIME 

5.1 	Feedforward networks with error back-propagation 

The computations for one layer of the feedforward pass contain  N  operations of type multi-
ply(by constant)-and-add followed by a few (maximum ten) multiply-and-add operations to 
compute the activity function (e.g. by a piecewise linear activation function which approxi-
mates the sigmoid function). Since  N  is large in the applications we consider we can leave 
the latter operations out when we estimate the computation time. 

During accumulation the sum will grow to a maximal length of b+log,N bits. On the average 
the number of cycles for multiply-and-add will be 4b+logN-1, using the bit-serial multiplier 
of Figure 2. 

In the backward error computation phase the summation is made over the adder tree in 
b+logN cycles. A multiplication and a tree addition can be made simultaneously. The weight 
changing phase, finally, takes 4b cycles per column. 

In total the computations for one layer consume: [8b + logN-1 + max(3b, b+logN)]N cycles 
during training and (4b + logN-1)N cycles during recall. 

Assuming a clock frequency of 10 MHz (which is fairly conservative) execution times 
shown in Table 1 are derived. 

A common measure of the performance of neural net hardware is the number of "CPS" 
(Connections per second). In a net with  N  neurons per layer, N2  connections are used and/or 
updated in each layer. The MegaCPS figures for BAPs of different sizes are given in Table 2.  

N N 
256 1024 4096 256 1024 4096 
2.4 9.9 40.6 8 1.0 4.2 17.6 
3.6 14.4 58.6 b 12 1.4 5.8 24.2 
4.7 18.9 76.6 16 1.8 7.5 30.7 

a)  b)  

Table 1 a) Training time per layer (ms).  b)  Recall time per layer (ms). 10 MHz clock 
frequency is assumed. 
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N 
256 1024 4096 

1 66 250 953 
47 180 694 
36 140 546 
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256 
N 

1024 4096 

8 27 106 413 8 
b 12 18 73 286 6 12 

16 14 55 219 16 

Training 	 Recall 

Table 2 Number of MegaCPS (Million Connections Per Second) for different network 
sizes and data precisions. 

5.2 	Feedback networks with delta rule. 
The computations of one iteration contain  N  multiply-and-add operations. We do these com-
putations in (4b+logtV-1)N cycles. Thus, the figures of Table lb apply. The weight changing 
phase takes 4bN cycles. Executing m iterations and one weight update then takes m(4b + 
logN-1)N + 46N cycles. 

Table 3 shows the training times for different network sizes and precisions. The times for re-
call equal those of Table lb. 
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6.0 MEMORY REQUIREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS 

The amount of storage per word required for the feedback network, or for each layer in the if 
net, is approximately bN. See Table 4. An m layer network requires m-1 times as much 
memory 

N N 
256 1024 4096 256 1024 4096 

8 1.8 7.4 30.7 8 101 423 1770 
b 12 2.6 10.8 43.8 b 12 142 586 2440 

16 3.5 14.0 56.9 16 183 754 3100 

a) 	 b) 

Table 3 Training times (ms) for feedback network. a) with 1 iteration,  b)  with 100 itera-
tions. 10 MHz clock frequency is assumed. 

(with a m-1 connection weight matrices stored). It should also be mentioned that there are 
methods proposed that include a momentum term a in the weight changing rule for the  ff  
networks (refer to Algorithm 1): 

äwiS1)  (i)  = 1840  oil  -1)  + aäwi(j1)  (t —  1) 

Thus the past weight change affects the current direction to an amount determined by the 
constant a. This is considered to allow high learning rate without leading to oscillations. 
However, it requires that the weight changes be stored as well, which doubles the required 
memory space.  

N 
256 1024 4096 

8 2 8 32 
b 12 3 12 48 

16 4 16 64 

Table 4 Memory requirements (kilobits) per processor for one layer (approximate fig-
ures). 

Using commercially available RAM chips for the laige amount of memory needed offers ob-
vious advantages. On the other hand, memory on the same chip as the PEs can increase 
processing speed significantly. 

If external RAM is used 64 PEs of the complexity we discuss can easily be integrated on one 
VLSI chip. A 1024 PE array will have 16 such chips, each with approximately 100 pins. 
Memory can be implemented using chips with 64k  x  4 bits, giving a chip count of 256. With 
appropriate mounting technology such a network may be implemented on one board. It 
would run a four- layered feedforward network with 1024 neurons per layer at the speed of 
34 training examples or 80 recall examples per second. 
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An implementation of a prototype BAP is currently being made as a joint project between  
Luleå  University of Technology and Centre for Computer Science at Halmstad University 
College [12]. The implementation is software configurable to allow for "compilation" of a 
certain architecture to suit a specific application. Neural network computations constitute 
one such application area. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

We have given a general model of a bit-serial array processor (BAP) and have shown how 
the computations of different neural network models can be performed on such a processor. 
A major advantage of the bit-serial working mode is that precision can be traded for speed. 
We have calculated execution times and memory requirements for feedforward and feed-
back networks of different sizes and with different numerical precision. Results show a large 
speed advantage over commercial neural net simulators and form the basis for the outline of 
a one-board implementation comprising 1024 processing elements. 

An interesting result is that the computations do not require the processor array to have a 
very rich communication structure. The facilities needed are the ability to broadcast a single 
bit from any processor to all others, a means for selecting processors in order, one by one (a 
select first chain), and a bit-serial adder tree to add the values of a field. 

The approach taken is to map one neuron on each processor — in the case of multilayer net-
works the same processors are used for all layers. If more processors are available, or if the 
processors are fewer than the neurons, the programs presented must be slightly changed. The 
speed will increase or degrade accordingly. Thus, the speed of a certain network can be ad-
justed by choosing the number of processors. 

A critical operation in the computations is multiplication. We have shown how a very simple 
bit-serial multiplier structure using carry-save technique can equalize multiplication time 
relative to addition time. 

It is seen that the different net models that we have studied put the same demands on the 
processing array. These models are representative for the neural networksarea, implying that 
efficient execution of most kinds of neural networks on a BAP can be expected. 

Acknowledgment: Part of this research is financed by Halmstad University College and 
STU under contract no. 88-03901P 
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"There are several possibilities for implementing and simulating artificial neu-
ral networks on parallel computers. One of the most promising such architec-
tures is a reconfigurable SIMD-type processor array. Mr. Nordström's thesis 
addresses this problem in a highly readable but still rigorous style. 

After discussing the various  ANN  algorithms and their computational consid-
erations like data representation, serial vs. parallel computations, numerical 
precision, communication, and routing, the author presents some case studies. 
The first one, the Kanerva associative memory model, is simulated on the  
Luleå  group REMAP3  processor. Then the Kohonen  SOM  network is dis-
cussed at length in view of various implementations. Finally, the author dis-
cusses the implementation of the MLP network with error back- propagation, 
as well as a general learning feedback network, on a bit-serial array processor 
and gives various performance figures. 

Mr. Nordström's thesis is recommended reading for anyone who plans to use 
SIMD-type parallel machines for artificial neural network simulation." 
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